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ABSTRACT

This study examines commodity futures and put options as an alternative

to past agricultural policies for stabilizing gross revenues in the Western Canadian

grain sector, from 1971 to 1990. The major past agricultural policies are identified

and their ability to provide gross revenue stabilization is examined. Results show

that past traditional policies did not stabilize revenues. Next, past agricultural

policies are compared with the returns from selling futures and buying put

options, along with crop insurance, over alternative time periods during the

growing season. Results show that futures and put options combined with crop

insurance could have provided higher levels of revenue stabilization for the

aggregate grain sector than past agricultural policies. For the individual farmer

using futures and put options, rather than the aggregate case above, revenue risk

would have been less than that of past agricultural policies.

The use of futures is also examined as a risk management tool for the

Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) and the farmers it represents. Resuits show losses

were reduced without increasing overall revenue risk when futures were used

under joint price and quantity risk.

Overall, the results of this study showed that futures and put options

may have provided a viable market alternative to past agricultural policies for

stabilizing gross grain revenues in the Western Canadian grain sector.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

This is the first study to examine the use of futures and options as an

alternative to traditional agricultural policy. It also contains the most thorough

and complete data set to date on government transfers to farmers.

This analysis of using futures and put options for stabilizing grain revenues

is based on five independent studies. Each study is a separate chapter which

relates how futures or put options may provide a market alterative to past

agricultural policies for stabilizing producer grain revenues. The focus is on gross

revenue stabiLization policy frorn 1971 to 1990.

The first study, chapter 2, analyzes the relevant past agricultural policies

in the Western Canadian grains sector for their ability to stabilize revenue. These

policies contain both explicit policy benefits, such as the Western Grain

Stabilization Program (WGSP), and implicit policy benefits, such as the "Crow

Benefit". The variability of grain revenues with and without policy transfers are

examined. If these policy transfers are effective, producer gross revenues which

include the transfers should have less variability compared to market revenues

which do not include the policy transfers.

The third chapter examines the use of futures markets to stabiiize



aggregate revenues. The approach considers the growing season as the most

This is because the decision to commitrelevant risk period for producers.

resources is often based on current prices and conditions, and once production

resources are committed, they become a sunk cost for the producer. Also,

production harvested can be sold either immediately for future delivery by

forward contracts, or hedged with futures or options for a certain price, providing

a certain return. By using alternative short selling time periods over the growing

season, a range of results are generated which should provide more robust results

than using only one short selling period.

FIowever, futures can not stabilize production risk, so a more complete

approach to stabilizing revenues should consider crop insurance. To do this, the

alternative futures short selling returns are combined with net crop insurance

payments and compared with past agricultural policy payments for stabilizing

revenues.

The fourth chapter examines the use of put options instead of futures to

stabllize aggregate grain revenues. The approach taken in this chapter follows

that in chapter three, combining aiternative put option premium changes with net

crop insurance payments to stabilize annual aggregate grain revenues. The put

option premium changes are from alternative time periods over the growing

season. But, since agricultural options have only recently began trading, and not

on all crops, put option premiums are estimated with Black's option pricing

formula.



The fifth chapter takes the analysis to the farm level rather than the

aggregate level as in earlier chapters, and follows how a producer would likely

hedge expected production over the growing season. A "typical" farm is created

in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta to assess potential provincial differences.

Each "typical" farm produces the same mix and proportion of crops as the

province it is located in, but crop yields are from selected crop districts within

each province. Alternative growing season periods of futures short selling returns

and put options premium returns, along with crop insurance, are used in the

management of the "typical" farms to stabilize expected grain revenues. These

results are then compared with past agricuitural policy transfers made to the

"typical" farms to assess the effectiveness of futures and put options to stabilize

expected farm revenues.

Chapter six examines how a firm like the CWB could use futures markets

to stabilize its revenues, which in turn are revenues to farmers. The CWB

situation offers a unique application for using futures as a risk management tool,

since the CWB offers an initial payment when it faces both uncertain producer

deliveries and an uncertain final selling price for the grain. At times, this

simultaneous price and quantity risk has resulted in large unexpected losses for

the CWB, particulary on the wheat pool account. To overcome these

uncertainties, the CWB is modelled as administering a broad based stabilization

program for grain producers, through hedging. The CWB could offer initial

prices on wheat to stabilize prices over the growing season for producers, and



hedge its risk on the initial payment. A Maximum Admissible Loss (MAL) model

is constructed for the CWB to examine short hedging with futures. The MAL

model uses hedging rules based on quantity and price uncertainty and sets iower

bounds on the maximum admissible revenue losses from hedging in order to

estimate the optimal hedge for the CWB.

The overall objective of this analysis is to determine whether futures and

options can provide a viable market alternative to past agricultural policies. It

provides insight as to how effective past policies have been in stabilizing farm

revenues. Also, this anaiysis may lead to a better understanding of how more

effective stabllization policies could be created in the future.
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CHAPTER 2

STABILIZATION AND THE WESTERN CANADIAN GRAIN SECTOR

Introduction

The Western Canadian grain sector, which includes Manitoba,

Saskatchewan and Alberta, has a number of agricultural policies designed to

stabilize grain revenues during periods of unstable prices and unstable

production. This chapter examines the major government program payments

received by Western Canadian grain producers and their impact on gross revenue

variability, using the most complete and comprehensive data set to date.

Financial aid for producers in the Western Canadian grain sector has

grown by 100% in the last decade in response to declining and unstable grain

revenues, as shown in Table 2.1 However, government transfers to support

revenues have become a growing cost to tax payers and consumers, and have

added to the provincial and federal budget deficits. Given the size and increasing

cost of future government programs in the prairie grain sector, the effectiveness

of past agricultural programs to stabilize producer revenue needs to be examined.

While the goal of agricultural policy is to stabilize and at times enhance

farm grain revenues, the focus of this chapter is on revenue stabilization. This is

not to say that revenue enhancement is not important, on the contrary, the
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TabIe 2.7 Selected Agricultural Policy Benefits and Crop Insurance based on annual data from
]anuary 1 to December 31.,1971to 7990.

Year Federal
Programs

Federal
Adhoc

Programs

Implicit
Transfers

Provincial
Programs

Rebates Net Crop Total
Insurance Transfers

1971

1972

1973

1.974

1975

L976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1.982

1983

1.984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

14.482

61.233

64.367

2.339

1..625

-23.177

-27.137

88.097

214.056

-46.138

-53.464

-53.529

-63.286

175.203

482.496

838.279

1369.524

61.0.447

113.534

-129.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

27.015

0.190

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

67.523

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

815.072

913.825

741..291

74.925

3.950

0.350

3.62L

0.790

0.500

0.030

0.018

0.095

0.0M
0.055

0.097

0.099

0.067

7532
47.441.

232.L09

35.813

18.045

18.294

40.707

210.734

237.690

223.619

198.165

254.627

286.251

361.395

359.383

488.974

544.263

642.398

799.682

781.r58

654.283

729.856

796.331

942.061

809.485

568.27L

1389.115

4.791.

5.602

6.8r1.

1.2.01.0

16.651

1.9.543

27.081

24.182

24.688

26.472

33.259

38.497

64.992

72.560

6-t.\45

96.383

59.67r

40.201

32.r00

24.710

-7.440 233.957

0.140 304.875

-L.64L 298.419

5.492 240.319

31.775 273.594

3.237 282.647

13.431. 36r.357
-4.276 471..757

75.368 727.763

146.254 524.653

40.650 689.813

79.613 784.750

1.03.897 782.93L

272.515 909.578

393.231. 1320.938

275.395 1963.102

-11.268 3222.1.41

345.281. 2392.003

557.1.67 7473.491.

289.869 1340.457

Federal Programs: represents the net Federal transfers ($1,000,000's), to producers from:Western
Grain Stabilization Program, Lower Inventory for Tomorrow, Two Price Wheat, Farm Income Assistance, and
Migratory Waterfowl Damage Compensation. Source: calculations made by author.

Federal Adhoc Programs: represents the Federal transfers ($1,000,000's), to producers from the adhoc
programs: Crop Assistance Program, Grain Embargo Compensation, Special Drought Assistance, Special
Canadian Grains Program, and Two Price Wheat Compensation. Source: calculations made by author.

Provincial Programs: represents the Provincial transfers ($L,000,000's) made to producers from:
Special Emergency Grants to Farmers, Crop Loss Compensation, Western Emergency Assistance, Crop
Insurance Restoration, Retain Feed in Drought Areas Program, Crop Disaster Assistance, Saskatchewan
Drought Assistance, Farm Fertilizer Price Protection, Grasshopper Control Program, and Alberta Flood
Assistance. Source: calculations made by author.

Implicit Transfers: represents the net benefits ($1,000,000's) accruing to producers from: Canadian
Wheat Board Shortfalls, and the Western Grain Transportation Act and Crow Rate. Source: calculations made
by author.

Rebates: represents the benefits ($1,000,000's) received by producers from: Property Tax Rebates,
Federal and Provincial Fuel Tax Rebates, Interest Rate Rebates, and Heating Fuel Rebates. Source: calculations
made by author.

Net Crop Insurance: represents the annual net payment ($1,000,000's) received by producers from
the crop insurance system. Source: calculations by author.

Total Transfers: represents the annual net benefits received by producers from the Federal Programs,
Federal Adhoc Programs, Provincial Programs, Implicit Transfers, and Rebates groupings above.



survival of numerous farmers depends on revenue enhancement. FIowever,

revenue stabilization here is considered as a separate and distinct element of past

agricultural poiicies, even if this was not explicitly stated in the policy's mandate.

If the goal of revenue stability can be achieved, then any short fal1 in revenues

could be made up with a direct and decoupled payment to the producer.

The focus is on aggregate stabilization rather than on a individual or crop

basis, since nearly all programs such as the Western Grain Stabilization Program

(WGSP) were not targeted specifically on a per producer or per crop basis.

Flowever, the aggregate stabilization of the grain sector cannot necessarily be used

to draw conclusions about individual situations, but it is a very important factor

in the stabilízation of the Western Canadian Economy. Therefore, this chapter

considers all grain producers in Western Canada, and analyses past agricultural

policies for their ability to stabilize gross aggregate grain revenues.

The economic stabiiity of the prairie grain sector and producer revenue is

affected by three main factors:

L. The variability associated with the local weather and production.

2. The variability of world markets and commodity prices.

3. The uncertainty of agricultural policies.

If policy transfers are to provide a level of stability beyond that without the

transfers, they should be negatively correlated with aggregate revenue. L-r other

words, proportionally large payments should be made during periods of low

revenue, and conversely, small or negative payments should be made during



periods of relatively high revenue. Therefore, the objectives of this chapter are

to use actual past data to determine:

1. The average level and variability of grain revenues with and without

government transfers.

2. The correlation of government transfers with aggregate producer grain

ïevenues.

These objectives should provide an approximate and relative measure of

the effectiveness of past agricultural policies to stabilize producer revenues.

Western Canadian Grain Policy

Stabilization of producer revenue in the Western Canadian grain sector

comes from three levels of government. The first is a federally based approach

to stabilize farm revenue, which has resulted in programs such as the Western

Grain Stabilization Program (WGSP) and federally sanctioned organizations such

as the Canadian Wheat Board (CWB). Also included are the ad hoc programs to

offset unpredictable occurrences, such as the drought of 1988, or the grain subsidy

war between the United States and the European Community. The next level of

government involvement is the combined effort of the provincial and federal

governments to stabilize farm revenue, such as crop insurance. Finally, there are

policies created solely by the provinces, including the top loading of federal

programs such as the Saskatchewan Drought Assistance Program.

Benefits from the three levels of government involvement are received by



the producer in several ways. Direct payments are the most common type of

policy benefit received and the easiest to review. While other benefits such as

fixed freight rates, interest rate subsidies, fuel and property tax rebates, and

others, help to reduce the costs faced by the producer, these benefits are not as

explicit as direct payments and are therefore more difficult to calculate, but are

still analyzed in this chapter.

Stabilization Criteria

The effectiveness of any program is determined on the basis of its ability

to meet its stated objectives. Spriggs and Van Kooten (1988) mention three basic

objectives of agricultural policy in the Western Canadian grain sector:

1. To stabiiize prices and the revenue received by producers.

2. To maintain and increase producers' income.

3. To address various political and social objectives.

These objectives suggest a wide range of interpretations and evaluation

criteria exist to measure the effectiveness of agricultural policy. The third

objective reaches beyond the economic nature of this study, so is not examined,

but the ability of past agricultural policies to stabilize producer revenues is

examined.

The traditional approach to measuring the effectiveness of agricultural

policy was to consider only price stabllizatíon and not revenue stabilization. Oli

(7967) suggested that price stabllizatíon policy in response to uncertain prices



reduced the adverse effects of resource misallocation. Also, Massel (1969)

extended this argument by suggesting that price stabilization can generate net

benefits to society by reducing the misallocation of resources.

Flowever, if price is "stabilized" or "fixed", and not allowed to vary

inversely with quantity, producer revenue may be destabllized. Newberry and

Stiglitz (i981) argue that price stabiiization can lead to unstable revenues, and

therefore reducing revenue variation is more relevant than reducing only price

variation. This circumstance is particularly relevant for the Western Canadian

grain sector, since revenue is the product of quantity and price, and quantity is

partiaily determined by yield which varies widely with weather.

Also, Spriggs and Van Kooten (1988) suggest that optimal stabiLization

consider revenue stability rather than only price stability. Stabilization of revenue

is justifiable when it provides transitional support to producers faced with rapid

price changes, but economic reasons to do so on a long term basis have less

support (Hallet). This is because stabiiization becomes a subsidy to otherwise

uneconomic production if continued on a long term basis. Also, government

programs can become capitalized into the value of land and the stabilization

aspect of the program is less effective in stabilizing producer revenues for new

farmers (Gilson). Therefore, an effective stabilization policy would provide some

degree of gross revenue stability for both existing and new producers while not

directing resource allocation.
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Timing of Policy Benefits

The ability of government programs to stabilize producer revenues can be

affected by the timing of program payments made to producers. Agricultural

policy benefits received by the producer, outside of the deficit period to which

they apply, rnay destabilize revenues while those benefits received on a more

timely basis will stabilize revenues. Also, the economic survival of producers

depends on when cash flows (including goverrunent payments) are realized, and

this can be described by cash flow accounting.

The cash flow approach captures the generally ad hoc and unpredictable

nature of Canadian agricultural policy benefits. Based on cash flow accounting,

government payments for a low farm revenue year may correctly show

destabilization if they are paid out in the following year when farm revenues

have improved. It is this effect on farm revenues that the analysis attempts to

capture, since it leads directly to the ability of agricultural policies to stabilize

revenues.

In contrast, policy payments may incorrectly indicate stabllization if they

are instead based on accrual accounting, which means they are accounted for

when they are announced, rather than when they are actually received. To adopt

an accrual approach in this anaiysis would imply the producer has perfect

knowledge (rational expectations) of agricultural policy, the expected benefits, and

date of receipt. Although some farm programs maybe less ad hoc than others

and consistent with rational expectations and producer anticipation of payments,

11



these cases are likely to be the exception. Therefore, a cash flow approach is used

here, where payments are accounted for when they are received.

Procedure and Data

A base model of Western Canadian grain revenues, excluding government

transfers, is based on the annual revenues of six major crops which include all

wheat, barley, oats, rye, flax, and canola. The data used are from 7971 to 1990,

because not all of the data on government transfers was available prior to 1.971,

on a comparable basis. Also, Statistics Canada data on government transfers prior

to 1971. is not comparable to data after 1971 due to a change in accounting

procedures.

All major goverrunent programs, initiatives, and rebates in the Western

Canadian grain sector are considered, net of producer contributions. The mean,

standard deviation, and coefficient of variation are computed for producer

revenue with and without policy transfers. The coefficient of variation (c.v.) is

used as the primary measure of revenue variability. Since the c.v. is the standard

deviation divided by the mean, it adjusts the variance for different means, so

variability can be compared across the different revenue series.l To examine the

nature of government transfers further, the correlation coefficient between

producer market revenue and the various policy transfers is computed. The

various government programs included in the calculations are:

L. Federal Programs: Western Grain Stabilization Program, Lower

12



Inventory for Tomorrow (LIFT), Two Price Wheat, Farm Income

Assistance, and Migratory Waterfowl Damage Compensation.

Federal Ad hoc Programs: Crop Assistance Program, Grain Embargo

Compensation, Special Drought Assistance, Special Canadian Grains

Program, and Two Price Wheat Compensation.

Provincial Programs: Special Emergency Grants to Farmers, Crop Loss

Compensation, Western Emergency Assistance, Crop Insurance

Restoration, Retain Feed in Drought Areas Program, Crop Disaster

Assistance, Saskatchewan Drought Assistance, Farm Fertilizer Price

Protection, Grasshopper Control Program, and Alberta Flood Assistance.

Crop Insurance.

Implicit Transfers: Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) Deficits, the Western

Grain Transportation Act (WGTA), and Crow Rate benefits.

6. Rebates: Property Tax Rebates, Federal and Provincial Fuel Tax Rebates,

Interest Rate Rebates, and Heating Fuel Rebates.2

The policy transfers included in this analysis represent some 29

government programs. This number of government programs has often been

overlooked due to the lack of a central source of information regarding

government involvement in agriculture. Forbes, Hughes and Warley (7982)

identified the need for information about farm support programs, and

recommended that governments be required to provide this information on a

regular basis. Statistics Canada appears to have responded to the need for

2.

a
J.

4.

E
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information on farm support programs by providing annual data on direct

payments to producers. FIowever, a major shortfall in these data are the

accounting f.or indirect program benefits. These shortfalls include the Crow rate

and Western Grain Transportation Act, the At-and-East transportation subsidy,

CWB deficits, and rebates on interest and fuel tax based on producer class, which

are now included in this chapter. Flowever, a number of quasi-subsidies that are

not clear subsidies, such as, subsidized credit for grain sales, the interest free loan

provided on the crop insurance deficit, and the governments contribution to the

crop insurance system, are not included so the data in this chapter may

underestimate the total benefit received by producers.

A second shortfali in the data are the accounting for the administrative

costs of agricultural programs. The Auditor General (1990) addresses this specific

problem regarding the Department of Agriculture and reports "..the Department

ensure that the 1990/91, and future part 3's of the Estimates contain clear,

consistent and complete information, notably in relation to resource ailocation and

program results". Administrative costs of government programs cannot be

inciuded in overall program cost since this data is not available. Without the

administrative costs, the total costs of government programs are understated in

this chapter as the net payments made to producers.

The subsidy or transfer calculations in this chapter are an attempt to be the

most comprehensive to date for the Western Canadian Grain sector. Flowever,

they differ from the data offered by Statistics Canada, which does not include the

1.4



indirect benefits, such as the WGTA and CWB deficits.

Results

Tables 2.2 and 2.3 provide a summary of the affect agricultural policies and

Programs had on aggregate producer gross revenue from the six crops selected

for the period 797L to 1990 inclusive. Tabie 2.2 shows the effects of selected

agricultural policies on the mean and variability of producer revenues, while

Table 2.3 shows the correlations between producer revenue and selected

agricultural policy benefits. Both measures are of interest, because the mean and

variability measure the effect of the magnitude of the policy transfers on revenue,

while the correlation captures the direction and the degree of the relationship

between the policy transfers and producer revenue. An effective stabilization

poiicy should reduce the variability of producer revenues from what would have

been the case without the policy benefits. This also implies that policy transfers

should be negatively correlated with producer revenue to provide stabilization.

The results in Table 2.2 show that for all combinations of government

Programs considered, net of producer contributions, producer mean gross revenue

was increased. Flowever, for all but two of the transfer cases, producer revenue

variability increased indicating destabilization, as measured by the coefficient of

variation and standard deviation (Table 2.2, columns 2 & 3).3

The higher coefficient of variation for producer revenues that include ad

hoc subsidies show ad hoc subsidies did not stabllize revenues. Table 2.3
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Table 2.2 The Impacts of Selected Agricultural Policy Benefits and Crop
Gross Aggregate Grain Revenues ($1,000,000's), from January 1

to 1990.

lnsurance on AnrLual
to December 37,7977

Revenue Scenario Mean Standard Deviation Coefficient of
Variation

Grajn Revenue Only

Grain Revenue +
Federal Programs

Grain Revenue +
Federal Adhoc
Programs

Grain Revenue +
Provincial Programs

Grain Revenue + Net
Crop Insurance

Grain Revenue +
Implicit Transfers

Grain Revenue +
Rebates

Grain Revenues +
Total Transfers

Grain Revenues +
Total Transfers + Net
Crop Insurance

3873.302

4055.299

4002.294

3893.785

4004.036

4437.189

3907.869

4803.229

4933.963

741.3.573

7480.649

7487.1,78

1,420.433

1.498.229

7628.254

7429.504

1848.836

1.945.224

0.365

0.365

0.370

0.365

0.374

0.367

0.366

0.385

0.394

Grain Revenue: represents the annual gross aggregate producer receipts ($1,000,000's) for
all wheat, oats, barley, rye, flaxseed, and canola (includes CWB final payments when received and
excludes policy transfers and CWB shortfalls to producers) for the period 7977 to 1990. Sources:
calculations made by author.

Federal Programs: see Table 2.1.
Federal Adhoc Programs: see Table 2.1.
Provincial Programs: see Table 2.1.
Implicit Transfers: see Table 2.1.

Rebates: see Table 2.L.
Net Crop Insurance: see Table 2.1.
Total Transfers: see Table 2.1.
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Table 2.3 Correlation Coefficients between Annual Gross Aggregate Grain Revenues and Selected Agricultural Policy Benefits, from
January l- to December 37,1977 to 1990.

Federal
Programs

Federal Adhoc
Programs

Provincial
Programs

Net Crop
Insurance

Implicit
Transfers

Rebates

Grain
Revenue

0.056

Federal
Programs

0.1.32

Federal
Adhoc

Programs

0.118

0.482

0.658

0.600

Total Transfers 0.355 0.886

0.545

0.777

0.342

Provincial
Programs

Variables and Sources as in Table 2.2

0.558

0.024

0.420

0.307

Net Crop
Lrsurance

0.581

Implicit
Transfers

0.359

0.362

0.163

0.771

Rebates

0.664

0.483

0.510

0.463

0.466

77

0.580

0.694 0.623



highlights the issue of timeliness as seen by the positive correlation, when high

negative correlation would be most desirable between ad hoc subsidies and

producer revenue without policy transfers. These ad hoc benefits were not

received by the producer until some time after the deficit period to which they

apply,which may be one reason why there is positive correlation in contrast to

the negative correlation required for stabilizatíon of producer revenues. For

example, L988 ad hoc payments were not fully received until the spring of 1989,

an accounting year after the period which the payments applied.

Rebates also increase revenue variability for producers as shown in Table

2.2. Table 2.3 supports this, since there is a high positive correlation between

rebates and revenue of 0.558. Rebates reflect a production based relationship,

since they are linked to production. In this sense, rebates are one of the subsidies

least "decoupled" from production. The high positive correlation of 0.658 between

implicit subsidies and the producer revenue measure are also examples of

production based subsidies. The implicit subsidy measure includes transportation

benefits to producers and CWB shortfalls, though transportation benefits were

much larger than CWB deficits covered by the government. The production

based subsidies, due mostly to transportationbenefits, increased average producer

revenue during periods of high production without reducing the variability of

producer revenue.

The results in Table 2.2 suggest that the revenue destabilizing effects of all

programs are additive in their effect on revenue variability. Grain revenue aione
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shows a coefficient of variation of 0.365, however, when total transfers and net

crop insurance benefits are added to this, variability is increase d to 0.394.a This

is supported by Table 2.3 which shows a positive correlation between each of the

policy benefits and grain revenue. Therefore, the policy environment of the

Western Canadian grain sector during this period did not provide effective

revenue stabilization for the producer, since the variability of revenues were not

reduced below what they would have been without the government transfers.

FIowever, substantial revenue enhancement was provided by the programs

considered.

Conclusion

In general, the subsidies considered in this study increased total producer

gross revenue, but they did not decrease the variability of those revenues. Both

direct and indirect subsidies showed a positive correlation with producer gross

revenue, in contrast to the negative correlation required for stabilization. The

ímplicit subsidy group, the largest subsidy group, where the benefits mostly

accrued on the basis of the volume shipped by ralI, did not stabilize producer

revenue.

Three themes emerge from this analysis. First, stabiiization benefits based

on units of production tends to destabilize producer revenue. The producer may

receive proportionally more of the benefit in periods of above average production

as opposed to periods of low production when the benefit is required. Secondly,
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if producer payments are to provide stabilization they must be timely, which

means they are paid out when needed. Thirdly, individual policies should not

operate in exclusion to other policies. All policies should work together, or one

policy benefit may adversely offset another's effectiveness to provide revenue

stabilization.

This analysis raises a number of interesting observations for further

research. First, it is difficult to measure stabilization effectiveness if policy makers

have not announced specific or target levels for mean and variability of revenue.

Secondly, when neither aggregate nor individual stabilization (e.g. per crop or per

farmer) is given as the specific goal by policy makers, it is difficult to determine

which criteria is the best for measuring stabilization effectiveness. However, this

analysis used aggregate stabilization since nearly ali government programs were

not targeted on a specific crop or producer basis. Thirdly, stabilization

effectiveness results may vary with calender year versus crop year data, and

accrual accounting versus cash accounting. This brings up the issue of the timing

of payments and the degree to which they can be correctly anticipated by the

producer in a rational expectations framework, and which would likely require

more sophisticated lead-lag analysis study. Fourthly, it is not clear whether

nominal (undeflated) or real (deflated) revenue stabilization is the goal of policy

makers, though this study analyzed nominal terms, since all farm programs were

based on nominal data and attempted to stabilize nominal rather than real level

revenue. Fifthly, though coefficient of variation was used to analyze stabilization,
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alternative variance measures could be used as different measures may provide

alternative results on stabilization effectiveness. Finally, while this is not a highly

rigorous statisticai analysis of revenue stabilization, it represents the first study

to document all major policy transfers and their effect on producer revenues in

the Western Canadian grain sector.
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End Notes

1 In its inverse form, the c.v. is also a useful measure, as it becomes the Sharpe
Ratio, used in finance, and measures the mean of a series in relation to its
standard deviation or risk.

2 Data on the rebates policy grouping is allocated to the grain sector based on
gross sales. This weighting is based on total sales of grain and livestock, and
weights rebates accordingly.

3 The government did not provide a specific criteria or formula which it
attempted to stabilize all past long-term revenue (e.g. a multi-year moving
average as in the case of the Gross Revenue Insurance Plan or GRIP). Therefore,
a simple average over the period was used, since the data period used in this
study (20 years) is sufficiently long enough to analyze long-term stabilization.

a Nominal rather than deflated data are used since all farm stabilization pïograms
were based on nominal data and attempted to stabllize nominal rather than real
revenue, such as the WGSP, for example.
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CHAPTER 3

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF COMMODITY FUTURES FOR STABILIZING

WESTERN CANADIAN GRAIN REVENUES

Introduction

This chapter examines the effectiveness of past agricultural policies to

provide short-run revenue risk reduction, compared to commodity futures and

crop insurance, for the Western Canadian grain sector which includes Manitoba,

Saskatchewan, and Alberta. The focus of this study is to examine past policies

and the use of futures and crop insurance from a policy-makers perspective.l

Aiso, aggregate revenue stabllization is analyzed, rather than analyzing specific

stabilization, such as per fatmer, per crop, or per acre measures, because most of

the past government programs were directed towards aggregate revenue

stabilization.

Government support and policy directed transfers have become a large

part of farm revenues, as shown by Figure 3.1. For example, in 1987, crop

receipts were about four billion dollars, while goverrunent transfers and crop

insurance were about two billion dollars. In other words, government transfers

and crop insurance were about haif as much as revenue from farm grain sales.

The magnitude of these benefits indicate the need for a review of the past
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Figure 3.1 Revenues, Govemment Transfers, and Crop krsurance Payments for the Western
Canadian Grain Sector, 797'L to 1990.
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Grain Revenues: represents the total crop receipts for the Western Canadian Grain Sector. This
area includes Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta.

Government Transfers: represents the net transfers to producers under the following government
programs: Western Grain Stabilization Program, Special Canadian Grains Program, Two
Price \ÂIheat Compensation, Migratory Waterfowl Damage Compensation, Crop Assistance
Program, Grain Embargo Compensation, Special Drought Assistance, and Farm Income
Assistance; Rebates from property taxes, interest payments, Federal and Provincial fuel
taxes and, heating fuels; Provincial Programs which include Special Grants to Farmers,
Crop Loss Compensation, Western Emergency Assistance, Saskatchewan Drought
Assistance, Farm Fertilizer Price Protection, Grasshopper Control Program and, Alberta
Flood Assistance; The net benefits accruing to producers from Canadian \Mheat Board
short-falls on the initial payment, the Crow Rate and the Western Grain Transportation
Act.

Crop Lrsurance: represents the net payments to producers under the Crop Insurance system.

Source: calculations by author.
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effectiveness of policies and suggests that alternative methods of stabilizing

producer revenues should be explored. Also, Canada's commitment to the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the Canada U.S. Free Trade

Agreement (FTA) suggests that stabilizationof producer revenues should be more

market oriented and decoupled from production decisions (Gilson). This set of

factors suggests that new agriculturaT stabllization policies increase the self

reliance of producers and involve them directly in the private sector, where grain

markets move in response to world conditions.

In the private sector, futures markets exist primarily to transfer commodity

price risk (Peck). The continued existence of these markets indicates they may be

effective in reducing price risk. Therefore, hedging production with futures may

be more effective for short-term price stabilízation than agricultural policy.

However, a more complete approach to stabilizing short-run producer revenue

should also consider production risk, rather than only price risk, and so crop

insurance is also included in this analysis.

Since this study attempts to examine the effectiveness of futures and crop

ínsurance to stabilize short-run aggregate producer grain revenues, past policy

benefits received by producers directly and indirectly through subsidized

production and marketing costs are calculated. With the actual subsidy data, a

comparison to past alternative policies such as one that includes the use of futures

is possible. Also, this chapter extends previous U.S. work on futures markets as

a policy alternative, to the Canadian situation. Flowever, past Canadian
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agricuitural policy was relatively ad hoc, and differs from the United States in

that no explicit floor prices exist similar to the Non-Recourse Loan and Target

Price programs. Therefote, a Canadian analysis is useful and therefore the

objectives of this study are to:

1. Determine the past effectiveness of short-run aggregate revenue

stabilization for the Western Canadian grain sector from short hedging

grain futures, and

2. Determine which approach, hedging or past traditional policy, was more

effective for stabiiizing short-term farm grain revenues when combined

with crop insurance.

Revenue Stabilization and Futures

Government intervention in the prairie grain sector has attempted to

address the instability of producer revenues and returns to farm resources from

one year to the next. The instability of producer revenue has been caused by the

tendency of grain markets to fluctuate sharply in short-term price movement due

to weather. This is further exaggerated by relatively low domestic demand and

supply elasticities, which can create large variations in grain prices, and producer

revenue. Consumers are also affected by large variations in grain prices, but not

to the extent experienced at the farm level.2 For the benefit of both producers and

consumers, agricultural policy is often concerned with reducing the instability of

commodity prices. (Canada Grains Council)
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But, short-run farm revenue stabllizatíon programs are also often justified,

Brinkman (1981) identified three such grounds for stabilizing farm revenue:

l-. Due to the uncertainties of fluctuating commodity prices, both producers

and consumers should derive greater utility from secure, stable

commodity prices and farm revenue, as opposed to commodity prices

that fluctuate widely about the same average level.

2. With greater commodity price and revenue certainty producers could

plan their production with greater confidence. Thus, producers would

achieve a more efficient use of production resources. F{owever, a certain

degree of commodity price instability is desirable to eliminate the most

inefficient producers.

3. Stabllízation of the economic system itself is beneficial to society in

general. Stable production and food costs aid in stability through the

avoidance of short-run income redistributions throughout the entire

economy.

These justifications for stabilization programs show the need for effective

policies and programs to stabilize farm revenues. The risky nature of prairie

grain production suggests that no perfectly effective method of stabilizing farm

revenues exists. However, alternative poiicies should be explored to provide a

measure of how effective they would be in relation to current policies. In general,

two situations lend themselves to hedging as a replacement for existing

stabilization policy: 1) when resources are committed to the production of a crop
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which has an unstable price, and 2) when a crop has been harvested but not

marketed.

Only the first situation dominates the producer's need for short-run

stabilízation policy, since often producers commit resources based on expected

prices (Newberry and Stiglitz). When commodity prices change from the

expectations of the producer, and production is marketed at those prices, the

producer then faces commodity price risk. After a crop has been harvested, the

producer has the alternative to market the production for a certain known return,

assuming it can be sold immediately or at a predetermined price for future

delivery. This alternative makes situation 2) equivalent to speculation by the

producer and beyond the needs of policy benefits, since this type of revenue risk

is voluntary and taken on by the farmer hoping for a higher return.

The dominant need to stabilize producer's price expectations implies that

stabilization policy account for growing season price risk. Futures and hedging

may provide this type of intra year stability (Plato, USDA). But, futures may not

provide for stability against long term (multi-year) market trends, since futures

contracts are generally onty used for up to a yeat in advance. However, the intra

year variations in commodity prices should be reduced by hedging.

Agricultural policy aiready exists to reduce the variability of quantity or

production in the form of crop insurance. Given that revenue variability is

influenced by production and price variability, the combination of futures and

crop insurance, may prove effective in stabilizing producer revenues. Recent
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research on futures as a policy alternative was developed as a result of the 1985

Food Security Act, that mandated a study of alternative policies for agriculture

which considered the use of futures and options. One such study, by Heifner,

Wright and Maish (7997), examined the feasibility of shifting Federal farm

program budgetary risks to the private sector using two approaches:

l-. Government "hedging" its price support commitments directly in futures

and options markets.

2. Subsidizing farmer's use of futures, options, or cash forward contracts

in lieu of price supports.

Results based on OLS regression of short selling futures returns on budget

errors, or the difference between program estimates and actual costs, indicated

that farm budgeting uncertainties could be reduced significantly by government

hedging. Plato (USD4,1989) simuiated the effectiveness of the futures and

options markets to provide farm revenue stabilization (or revenue risk reduction)

over a nine year period. This analysis considered five marketing strategies on the

producer level:

1. Selling in the cash market, as the base case

2. Selling futures contracts

3. Purchasing put options (at and deep in the money)

4. Selling futures in combination with crop insurance

5. Purchasing put options in combination with crop insurance

The effectiveness of the hedging was measured in terms of the reduction
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in the standard deviation of producer revenue per acre in each of the marketing

strategies relative to the base case 1, above. Results indicated that the

effectiveness of futures and options in stabíIizing short-run revenue was

significantly improved when used in combination with crop insurance. Flowever,

results over the entire period of the analysis showed no significant stabilization

of long-run revenues.

In general, previous research has shown that futures may provide at least

the same level of stabilization for the producer that was provided by existing

policies in the U.S. Also, previous research has demonstrated that futures which

are not used more than one year ahead, offer primarily short-run stabilization (in

contrast to limited long-run stabilization), which is consistent with the goal of this

chapter. While US policies differ somewhat from Canadian policies, enough

similarities exist between the two to suggest that futures may provide similar

levels of short-run stabiiization for the producer relative to that offered by

agricultural policy.

Some argue that the demand for futures and options by farmers are

reduced by the presence of government policies to stabilize grain prices (Turvey

and Amanor-Boadu). Also, prairie grain producers have received short-run

revenue stabllization without an actuarially sound premium attached (Figure 3.1).

This means that stabilization programs often pay out more than is taken in from

producer contributions, making it understandable why futures markets have not

been used by producers. FIowever, research is needed using actual past data to
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see how futures markets would have worked for stabilizing past short-run farm

revenue in Western Canada.

Procedure and Data

This analysis uses the past correlation between changes in aggregate

producer cash market revenues and the returns from selling futures on the six

major crops in Western Canada, to analyze the effectiveness of futures for

stabilizing annual past revenue changes. The six major crops inciude: all wheat

(including durum), oats, barley, rye, flaxseed, and canola. The correlation

between the returns from futures on the six crops and the annual change in

aggregate cash revenues from those six crops, based on the fiscal year (January

1 to December 31) and excluding agricultural policy transfers, is compared over

the period 1975 to 7990. The fiscal year is used because farmers, Ienders, and

government usually measure farm income over this period and it represents a

standard measure for all involved.

By first examining correlation of changes in annual aggregate cash crop

revenue with futures returns from individual crops over alternative hedging

periods within the year, the individual crop hedge (short selling) returns can be

combined into a singie aggregate of hedging all six crops. These aggregate hedge

returns are then combined with crop insurance to analyze the effectiveness of

futures to stabilize short-run aggregate revenues. This approach, which uses the

correlation between changes in aggregate revenues and returns from futures,
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rather than annual revenues and futures price, provides a measure which

describes the effectiveness of hedging to stabilize the annual change in aggregate

revenues, consistent with a policy perspective. Ffowever, this approach is not

likely to be followed by farmers, who may be concerned with individual crop

hedges (e.g. price stabilization or price enhancement versus aggregate revenue

stabllízation), so a more typical case of hedging is also included in the analysis.

Next, past agricultural policy and crop insurance based on total transfers, net of

producer contributions, are then compared with futures revenue for stabilizing

producer cash market revenues.

While there are more than six crops, the six major crops are considered to

approximate all crops because of the high correlation between the revenues of the

six crops and total grain revenues for all crops. Secondly, the six crops make up

a high proportion of total grain revenues (Table 3.i). The futures contracts used

are: The Chicago Board of Trade December Wheat contract, The Winnipeg

Commodity Exchange December contract for Barley, Oats, Rye, Flaxseed and, the

November contract for Canola, since it does not have a December contract. These

contract months are selected because more distant contracts tend to be thinly

traded in the spring of the year and nearer contract months in the year would

expire before harvest.

First, Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) Regression analysis is initially used to

measure the correlation, or stabilization effectiveness that individual crop hedging

revenues would have provided for stabilization, by offsetting annual changes in
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Table 3.1 Proportions and Correlations of Six Western Canadian Crop Revenues Compared to
Total Crop Receipts, for each Province, ISTS to 1990.

Province Average Proportion of Six
Crops to Total Crop Revenues

Correlation of Revenues From
Six Crops with Total Crop
Revenues

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta

Prairie Provinces

84.63

96.50

90.50

92.58

0.98

0.96

0.98

0.97

The annual revenues, based on the fiscal year January L to December 31, from the six
crops include: all wheat (including durum), oats, barley, rye, flaxseed and canola. The annual
revenues from the total crops include: all wheat (including durum), oats, barley, rye, flaxseed,
canola, corn, sugar beets, potatoes, vegetables, mustard seed, sunflower seed, lentils, canary seed,
peas, forage and grass seed, hay and clover and, miscellaneous crops. Source: Agricultural
Economic Statistics, Statistics Canada, Catalogue 27-603E,7990,FarmCash Receipts From Farming
Operations, CANSIM Databanþ Statistics Canada, I99L
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aggregate revenue. The dependent variable, (aRev), is the annual change in

aggregate producer cash market revenue, for alI six crops, excluding government

transfers. The independent variable is the futures returns for each crop, which

is the change in intra year futures price from when the hedge is set (Futures,",),

to when it is lifted (Futures,,,,), multiplied by production. Since short selling is

involved, a negative price change or price decrease over the growing season will

result in a positive futures gain or positive hedge return. For the dependent

variable, the annual chønge in aggregate cash market revenues, rather than only

anrtual aggregate cash market revenues are used because this change more

accurately describes intra year revenue variability. Also, aggregate revenue

stabilization is measured rather than individual crop stabilízation, as this is often

the goal of policy makers. Futures returns (price change over the growing season

multiplied by quantity) are used rather than only futures price, because this more

accurately reflects the effectiveness of futures to reduce annual crop revenue

variability rather than price variability, consistent with the approach of this

chapter. The correlation between the annual change in aggregate producer cash

market revenues and futures returns would be expected to be negative, if hedging

is effective for revenue stabilization. A decreasing futures price, multiplied by

quantity, would produce a positive short selling revenue gain,which would offset

declining aggregate producer cash market revenue. This correlation is estimated

with the following OLS equation:

rRev = ct + P ((Futures 
"0,, ¡ 

- Futures ,¡¡, ¡) 
x Q,)
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where : 
^Rea = the annual change in producer cash market revenues

from the aggregate six crops considered

I = the individual crop

Q; = the annual production of the crop selected

Since the prices selected for setting and lifting the hedge will vary due to

the exact day the hedge is set and lifted, and may not reflect "average" prices for

the period, a monthly average closing price is weighted by daily trading volume

(3.2)

(fr¡,,,,), to give price more weight consistent with heavier transactions quantity,

and is generated as:

Fp =$ FP * v',j'''
J' nt 

í 
I' J' Dt 

Ð V,, ,. ,,,

where : FP = daily closing futures price
V = dally trading volume
n = tradine days in the month
I = date of trading day
j = crop or commodity selected

m = calender month

Based on (3.2), the value of Futures,o, and Futures,*in (3.1) become Ð,,,,,and

FlPr,, respectively. The OLS regression model to estimate the effects of short

hedging each crop selected is estimated as:

tRev = o * F@P¡.,, -W,.,)*Q, (3.3)

where : tRea = the annual change in producer cash market revenues
from the aggregate six crops considered

m = opening calender month selected

n = closing calender month selected

i = the individual crop
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Based on (3.3), a series of hedging strategies are estimated for each of the

crops considered. The hedging strategies are based on the time period of the

hedge. The hedges are set in either April or May and lifted in either November

or December. Since alternative periods are used to set and tift the hedges, the

results will be less time dependent, as opposed to using only one period.

Secondly, the futures returns from the alternative time periods above that

form the best possible aggregate revenue stabilizing outcome, will define the

uPPer bound, based on (3.3). The best stabilizing, or upper bound outcome is

defined as the one with the strongest negative correlation, which is the highest

R2 value. Similarly, a lower bound, or least stabilizing outcome, is formed from

the least effective combination of hedges for the six crops considered. The range

of these two outcomes will show the past potential short-run aggregate revenue

stabllization that may have been possibie using futures. Also, this assumes that

the goal of selling futures during the growing season, would have been to

stabilize aggregate cash market revenue across all crops, similar to the goal of

policy makers, trying to achieve aggregate revenue stabilization.

The upper bound hedge combination of short selling revenues, when

summed across each of the crops, becomes the short selling revenue, called the

"optimal" hedge strategy, for stabilizing aggregate cash revenues. The lower

bound combination, when summed across each of crops, becomes the short selling

revenue for the "non-optimal" hedge strategy, for stabilizing aggregate cash

revenues. The range of potential revenue stabilization is measured by R2, for the
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two equations, and is estimated by the OLS regression models of the form:

¡,Rev = ü + P(Optimal Hedge Strategy Returns) (3.4,r)

(3.4,2)tRev = cr * Þ (Non-Optimal Hedge Strategy Returns)

where : aReu = the annual change in producer cash market revenues
from the aggregate six crops considered

The "optimal" and "non-optimal" hedge strategies provide an indication of

the range of potential stabilizing effects futures returns may have had on changes

in aggregate cash revenues, based on the R2 measure.3 F{owever, while this

aggregate revenue stabilization would likely be the goal of policy makers, it is not

likely the goal of farmers. To compare this case with results from how farmers

likely would have hedged on average, and making no specific assumptions of

their motives (e.g. price stabilization or enhancement), a "typical" hedge case is

also analyzed. It is the futures revenue simply averaged across each crop,

assuming equal amounts of crop hedged in each of the four hedging periods, and

summed across crops. The ability of the typical hedge to stabilize aggregate farm

revenue is measured by the R2 in the following equation:

tRev = o + P(Typical Hedge Strategy Returns)

where : tRea = the annual change in producer cash market revenues
from the aggregate six crops considered

Restating (3.4,1), (3.4,2), and (3.4,3) in terms of the data, the OLS estimation

of the range of potential hedging benefits is defined by estimating the following

(3.4,3)
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for the

rRev

"optimal", "non-optimal", and

(, I
= cr + Pl E (FP¡ ,,, - Fpj.,,) 

I

\r=, )

"typical" hedge strategy:

xO (3.s)

where : ¡Rea = the annual change in producer cash market revenues
from the aggregate six crops considered

(FPi,,,, - FP j,,,) is based on (3.2) for each of the six crops

Q; = the annual production of the crop selected

The effectiveness of agricultural policy in the prairie grain sector for

stabilizing annual grain revenues is considered in a similar fashion to short

hedging the six crops considered. The annual policy transfers to producers (net

of producer contributions), form the independent variable in the OLS model:

75Rev = cx + F (Net Policy Transþrs) (3.6)

This is estimated for each of the Net Policy Transfers selected, which form

the independent variables. The Net Policy Transfers are:

W.G.S.P.: The net annual payments to producers under the Western

Canadian Grain Stabilization Program.

Federai Transfers: The net Federal Government transfers to producers

from W.G.S.P., Special Canadian Grains Program, Two Price Wheat

Compensation, Migratory Waterfowl Damage Compensation, Special

Drought Assistance and Farm Income Assistance.

Rebates: The net Federal and Provincial Rebates from Property Taxes,

Interest Payments, Federai and Provincial Fuel Taxes, and Heating Fuels.

Total Policy Transfers: The net combined transfers from Federal Transfers
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and Rebates above, Provincial Programs which include Special Grants

to Farmers, Crop Loss Compensation, Western Emergency Assistance,

Saskatchewan Drought Assistance, Farm Fertilizer Price Protection,

Grasshopper Control Program and Alberta Flood Assistance and, Net

benefits accruing to producers from the Crow Rate, Western Grain

Transportation Act, and Canadian Wheat Board deficits.

To provide complete revenue stabilization, as measured by R2, crop

insurance is also considered in combination with futures. The payments received

under crop insurance (C.I. Benefits), net of producer contributions, forms the

independent variable in the OLS models:a

dRev = cr * Ê r(Optimal Hedge Strategy Returns) + þr(CJ. Benefits)

¡,Rev = cr * Þ r(Non-Optimal Hedge Strategy Returns) + þr(C.I. Benefits)

ARev = o¿ + P {Tlpical Hedge Strategy Returns) + þr(CJ. Benefits)

Finally, crop insurance and past policies are compared

equations above for stabilization ability, using the R2 measure.

policy benefits defined in (3.6) above are also combined with

benefits in the OLS modei:

^Rev 
= G + B r(Net Policy Transfers) + þ r(CJ. Benefits)

Results

(3.1)

(3.8)

(3.e)

to the futures

Therefore, the

crop insurance

(3.10)

The effectiveness of the hedge to stabilize annual changes in aggregate
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revenues will be reflected in the R2 for the model, based on equation (3.3). An

R2 of 1 indicates perfectly effective hedges for stabiiizing revenues, while an I€

of 0 indicates no hedging effectiveness. But, since the chønges in aggregate cash

market revenues and futures revenues are used rather than only revenues and

futures prices themselves,low R2 values and low statistical significance would be

expected. Also, a negative relationship between stabilization programs and the

changes in revenues is expected, so tests used for statistical significance are one

tailed tests.

Changes in total crop cash market revenues are the dependent variable,

since this describes short-run stabilization, which is stabilizing around average

changes in total crop revenue levels. This is in contrast to using only total crop

revenue levels, which describes long-run stabilization, which is instead stabilizing

around the mean of total crop revenue. Therefore, results presented here are

short-run, and reflect attempts to stabilize changes in revenue, around average

changes in revenue, as opposed to long-run resuits that attempt to stabilize

revenue around the average of revenue itself, rather than changes in it.

The results of the futures hedging strategies for stabiliztng aggregate cash

market revenue from the individual crops considered in this anaiysis, based on

equation (3.3), arc presented in Table 3.2. AII of the Durbin-Watson statistics in

this study showed that autocorrelation was either not present or in the

inconclusive range. In general, these results show the negative signs on the

futures returns as hypothesized, and lend support for stabilization of short-run
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Table 3.2 Relationship Between Selected Futures Revenue and A¡nual Change in Total Grain
Receipts, using OLS Regression, 1975 to 7990.

Crop Hedge Period Intercept Independent Variable R2 Durbin-Watson
Coefficient Statistic

Wheat April - November 778.486 -0.249 0.066 1,.226
(-0.ee5)

April - December 100.251 -0.072 0.006 I.4I0
(_0.28s)

Muy - November 130.086 -0.318 0.092 I.327
(-1.i88)

Muy - December 109.000 -0.772 0.012 I.393
(-0.40s)

Oats April - November 128.968 -g.Z7Z 0.109 7.997
(-1.311)

April - December 113.730 -9.269' 0.129 I.4ZT
(-1,.404)

Muy - November 726.295 -B.265 0.106 1.3g0
(-1.288)

Muy - December 770.963 -3.252" 0.120 1_.412
(-7.37e)

BarÌey April - November 718.776 -1.355'. O.2gS 7.32g
(-2.073)

April - December 777.577 -I.Z2I" O.ZO7 1".326
(-1.e10)

May - November 142.754 -I.465'. 0.226 I.396
(-2.020)

Muy - December 737.786 -I.290" 0.194 7.996
(-1.833)

Ry" April - November 1,09.466 -16.490.. 0.240 I.Zgs
(-2.100)

April - December 138.227 -IS.IT0.. O.I8Z 1Z}I
(-7.762)

Muy - November 129.597 -78.97l.'. O.ZSZ 1}gz
(-2.202)

Muy - December 160.353 -16.928.. 0.794 I.Zg3
(-1.83s)

Flaxseed April - November 207.679 -9.498.. 0.313 2.066
(-2.szs)

April - December 202.029 -7.980.' 0.21L 1.910
(-1.e38)

Muy - November 23L.074 -11.768" 0,432 2.t1.4
(-3.260)

Muy - December 232.093 -9.591.. 0.311 L.98g
(-2.51,1)
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Table 3.2 (Continued)
Total Grai¡

Relationship Between Selected Futures
Receipts, using OLS Regression, 7975 to

Revenue and Annual Change in
1990.

Crop Hedge Period Lrtercept Independent Variable
Coefficient

R2 Durbin-Watson
Statistic

Canola April - November

April - December

l:|;{ay - November

Muy - December

144.240

730.326

186.880

767.490

-2.173.'.
(-t.e32)

-2.052*'*

(-1.764)

-2.283.'
(-7.786)

-2.732.
(-L.570)

0.277

0.182

0.186

0.150

1.545

1..629

1.523

1.598

t-values in parentheses; 
. 

significant at the ten percent level; -- significant at the five percent
level; based on one tail test, since coefficient is expected to be negative.

The dependent variable is the same for all equations and is the annual change in gross
producer receipts ($1,000,000's) based on the fiscal year January 1 to December 31,, for wheat, oats,
barley, rye, flaxseed, and canola (includes CWB final payments when received and excluding
policy transfers to producers) for the period 7975 to 1990. Source: Agricultural Economic Statistics,
Statistics Canada, Catalogue 27-6038, 1990 and calculations by author.

The independent variables are the change in futures prices which are the average volume
weighted daily price change between months shown (multiplied by production), and is from the
Chicago Board of Trade (December Wheat Contract) and the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange
(December Oat, Barley, Rye, Flaxseed and January Canola Contracts) average daily closing price
($/tonne), multiplied by production. Source: Statistical Annual of the Chicago Board of Tiade,
Chicago Board of Trade, 7970-90. Exchange Rates used in the analysis are based on the average
monthly spot price for the Canadian Dollar. Source: The Bank of Canada Review, Account 3400,
The Bank of Canada, 1970-90. Statistical A¡nual of the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange,
Winnipeg Commodity Exchange, 197 4-1,991.
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aggregate revenues through hedging.

Flaxseed futures returns showed the most effectiveness for stabilizing

aggregate cash grain market revenues, as seen in Table 3.2. The R2 values that

ranged from 0.432 to 0.277 suggest that considerable variability in aggregate

revenues would have been eliminated by hedging. The resuits for the hedging

strategies for rye indicate that annual aggregate revenues would be stabilized by

hedging with futures, with R2 values that range up to 0.257. The results for

canola futures showed an effective hedge, with R2 values that ranged from 0.150

to 0.211, but suggest smailer benefits to stabilizing aggregate revenues than

hedging with rye futures or flaxseed futures. Flowever, all of these three Non-

Canadian Wheat Board crops show that considerable variability in short-run grain

revenues would have been removed by hedging with futures.

The resuits of selectively hedging wheat, oats and barley, which are the

Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) grains, are shown in Table 3.2. The results show

the correct negative signs to support stabilization through hedging, though barley

dominates as the most effective CWB grain to hedge aggregate revenues with an

R2 that ranged from 0.235 to 0.194. Wheat was the least effective CWB crop to

hedge for stabilization, as was shown by the lowest R2 range, between 0.006 to

0.092, which was the lowest of all crop futures considered in this analysis. But,

the R2 for all CWB grain revenues suggest that hedging would still provide some

stabilization of aggregate revenues. The reduced effectiveness of hedging

aggregate revenues with CWB grain versus non-board grains may be because:
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1) The proportion of aggregate revenue made up by cwB grains is high

enough to stabilize aggregate revenues.s

2) The initial payment offered by the CWB forms a floor price for board

grains such as barley, so may act to stabilize revenues if the barley open

market price were to fall below the CWB price.

The results in Table 3.2 also illustrate that substantial differences iie

between periods in which the hedge is carried out. The implication of this is that

theoretical hedge models used in this type of application are subject to either over

or under stating the potential benefits from hedging. For this reason, upper and

lower bounds where placed on the results of hedging by defining an "optimal"

and "non-optimal" hedge strategy.

Based on the results from equation (3.3) contained in Table 3.2, tine optimal

hedge strategy was determined to be the following:

Wheat: Muy - November Hedge

Oats: April - December Hedge

Barley: April - November Hedge

Rye: May - November Hedge

Flaxseed: lll4uy - November

Canola: April - November Hedge

Based on the results from equation (3.3) contained in Table 3.2, the non-

optimal hedge strategf , the opposite of above, was determined to be the

foliowing:
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Wheat: April - December Hedge

Oats: Muy - November Hedge

Barley: Muy - December Hedge

Rye: April - December Hedge

Flaxseed: April - December Hedge

Canola: Muy - December Hedge

Table 3.3 compares policy transfers with futures revenues for stabilizing

aggregate revenues for the six crops used in this study. All coefficients had

negative signs, indicating a stabilizing effect on short-run aggregate revenues.

The optimal hedge for the six crops provided the greatest amount of revenue

stablIízation, with an R2 of 0.193. The typical hedge, or average of hedging

returns, also showed relatively high levels of stabilization, as compared to the

traditional policies, with an R2 of 0.720. The typical hedge was the futures

revenue simply averaged across each crop, assuming equal amounts of crop

hedged in each of the four hedging periods, and summed across crops. The net

benefits from WGSP provided results similar to the typical hedge, with an R2 of

0.127. The non-optimal hedge, which defines the lower range of potential

hedging effectiveness in this study with an R2 of 0.\20, still exceeded the sum of

individual policy transfers, or total transfers. The traditional agricultural policies,

in order of their effectiveness to stabilize short-run producer revenues, based on

R2, were: Rebates, w.G.s.P., Total Policy Transfers, and Federal Transfers.
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Table 3'3. Relationship between Annual Changes in Gross Aggregate Grain Receipts for Six Crops
and Altemative Stabilization Methõ ds, I97S to tiS"O. 

'

Stabilization Method Intercept Lrdependent Variable
Coefficient

Durbin-Watson
Statistic

I€

Optimal Hedge

Non-Optimal Hedge

Typical Hedge

W.G.S.P.

Federal Transfers

Rebates

Total Policy Transfers

749.756

1.34.907

745.784

279.621

1.56.678

528.860

289.682

-0.29rr
(-1.830)

-0.764
(-0.e56)

-0.234.
(-1.381)

-0.573'.

(-1.430)

-0.185
(-0.72e)

-10.686.
(-1.538)

-0.185
(-0.e24)

0.193

0.061

0.120

0.127

0.037

0.144

0.058

7.578

7.427

7.326

7.620

1.513

7.937

7.541

t-values in parentheses; ' significant at the ten percent level; " significant at the five percent level; based on one tail
test, since coefficient is expected to be negative.

The dependent variable is the same for all equations and is the annual change in gross producer revenues
($1,000,000's) based on the fiscal year January 1 to December 31, for wheat, oats, barley, rye, flaxseed, and canola (includes
CWB final Payments when received and excluding policy hansfers to producers) for the period 1975 to 1990. Source:
Agricultural Economic Statistics, Statistics Canada, Catalogue 27-603E, 1990 and calculations by author.

The independent variables:
Optimal Hedge is based on the combination of futures hedge ¡evenues that would have proven the most effective

in stabilizing total revenue from the six crops considered; May - November hedge for wheat, April - December hedge for
oats, April - November hedge for barley, May - Novembe¡ hedge for rye, May - Novembe¡ for flaxseed, and the April -
November hedge for canola, based on Table 3.2. These results (g1,000,000's), are then combined, on an annual bas-is, to
analyze the effectiveness of the hedges to stabilize changes in gross producer grain revenues from the six crops.

Non-Optimal Hedge is based on the least effective combination of hedges to stabilize the toial revenue from the
six crops considered; April - December hedge for wheat, May - November hedge for oats, May - December hedge for
barley, April - December hedge for rye, April - December hedge for Flaxseed, and May - December hedge for canoÌa, based
on Table 3.2. hese results ($1,000,000's), are then combined, on an annual basis, to analyze the effectiveness of the hedges
to stabilize changes in gross producer grain revenues f¡om the six crops.

Typical Hedge is the futures ¡evenue simply averaged across each crop, assuming equal amounts of crop hedged
in each of the four hedging periods, and then summed across crops ($1,000,000's).

W.G.S.P. rePresents the an¡rual net payments ($1,000,000's), to producers under the Western Grain Stabilization
Program for tl-re years 7975 to 7990. Source: Western Grain Stabilization Program: Annual Report 1987-88, Publication
52018, Minister of Suppìy and Services, 1990.

Federal Transfers rePresent the net Federal Government transfers ($1,000,000's), to producers from: W.G.S.P.,
Special Canadian G¡ains Program, Two Price Wheat Compensation, Migratory Waterfowl Damage Compensation, Crop
Assisiance Program, Grain Embargo Compensation, Special Drought Assistance, and Farm Income Assistance. Sou¡ce:
Calculations by author.

Rebates rePresent the net Federal and Provincial rebates ($1,000,000's), from; Property Taxes, Interest payments,
Federal and Provincial Fuel Tax and, Heating Fuels. Source: Calculations by author.

Total Policy Transfers represent the net combined transfers ($1,000,000's), from: Federal Transfe¡s and Rebates
f¡om above and, Provinciai Programs which include the net producer benefits from; Special Grants to Farmers, Crop Loss
Compensation, Western Emergency Assistance, Saskatchewan Drought Assistance, Farm Fertilize¡ Price Protèction,
Grasshopper Controì Program and, Alberta Flood Assistance, and Net benefits accruing to producers from the Crow Rate
and the Wesiern Grain Transportation Act. Source: caiculations by author.
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Table 3.4 considers a complete approach to stabiiizing revenues by

including crop insurance, as well as the price stabllization offered by futures. The

results indicate that optimal futures hedging in combination with crop insurance

provided the highest degree of revenue stabilization with an R2 of 0.218. But,

even the non-optimal hedge and crop insurance combination displayed more

potential to stabiiize producer revenues with an R2 of 0.102 than did the sum of

government policies considered or total transfers in Table 3.4. The overall effect

of policy, measured by the variable Total Transfers and crop insurance, showed

the worst effect on stabilizing producer revenues with an R2 of 0.076.6 The typical

hedge and crop insurance combination, which showed an R2 of 0.1.54, provided

similar levels of stabiiization as the WGSP and Rebates variables in combination

with crop insurance. Comparing Table 3.4, and Table 3.3, the use of futures

hedges for stabilizatíon appear to have been more effective when used

with crop insurance, as evidenced by the higher f€ values in Table 3.4.

Conclusion

Results show that futures in combination with crop insurance held a

greater potential for stabilizing short-run aggregate producer revenues than did

existing agricultural policy. Considerable differences were found in the ability of

short hedging to stabilize farm revenues from the six crops considered. For this

reason/ bounds were placed on the ability of hedging to stabilize revenues. Even

the lower bound of this range or worst case of potential benefits from hedging,
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Table 3.4 Relationship Between Al¡rual Changes in Gross Aggregate Grain Receipts for Six Crops
and Altemative Stabilization Methods and Crop Lrsurance,7975 to 19Þ0.

Independent Variables Intercept Coefficients R2 Durbin-
Watson
Statistic

x2x1x2x1

Optimal Hedge Croplnsurance 243.11,8

Non-Optimal Hedge Crop Insurance 257.043

255.558

312.495

249.1.66

-0.283.
(-7.68e)

-0.158
(-0.e04)

-0.223
(-1.286)

-0.535
(-7.2e3)

-0.1.42
(-0.531)

-9.756
(-1.2e3)

-0.745
(-0.6s6)

-0.594
(-0.640)

-0.760
(-0,770)

-0.690
(-0.718)

-0.623
(-0.645)

-0.666
(-0.642)

-0.397
(0.3e5)

-0.552
(-0.516)

0.218

0.102

0.754

0.155

0.066

0.155

0.076

7.320

7.475

7.359

7.624

7.559

1,.932

t.557

Typical Hedge

W.G.S.P.

Federal Transfers

Rebates

Total Transfers

Crop Insurance

Crop Insurance

Crop Lrsurance

Crop lnsurance 555.247

Crop lnsurance 335.175

t-values in parentheses; 
- significant at the ten percent level; .- significaat at the five percent

level; based on one tail test, since coefficient is expected to be negative.
The dependent variable is the same for all equations and is the annual change in gross

producer revenues ($1,000,000's) based on the fiscal year January 1 to December 31, lor wheat,
oats, barley, rye, flaxseed, and canola (includes CWB final payments when received and excluding
policy transfers to producers) for the period 1975 to 1990. Source: Agricultural Economic Statistics,
Statistics Canada, Catalogue 21-6038, 1990 and calculations by author.

The independent variables:
Optimal Hedge: see Table 3.3.
Non-Optimal Hedge: see Table 3.3.
Typical Hedge: see Table 3.3.
W.G.S.P.: see Table 3.3.
Federal Transfers: see Table 3.3.
Rebates: see Table 3.3.
Total Policy Transfers: see Table 3.3.

Crop L:rsurance represents the net payments ($1,000,000's), to producers u¡der the Crop
Lrsurance system. Source: Agricultural Economic Statistics, Statistics Canada, Catalogue 2I-609F.,
7990.
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exceeded the ability of the combined government policies selected to stabilize

short-run cash market farm revenues.

When crop insurance was included into the analysis, results showed that

futures were an even more effective stabilizing tool than past agricultural policies.

One reason for poor government policy performance may be that since

government payments are lagged, they are not actually paid out in the low

revenue year, but may be lagged and paid out in the next year, which may be a

high revenue year. Also, if government payments are linked to farm revenue or

production, government programs rnay pay out more in good years, and less in

bad years, which would also be ineffective in stabilizing revenue.

This study only examined the ability of futures to stabilize short-run

aggregate farm revenues. But to enhance farm revenue, government policy could

also subsidize the use of futures for short hedging. The degree of subsidization

would depend on the level of income transfer provided for in the policy being

replaced. As a replacement for past stabilization policies, futures appeared to be

more effective. Flowever, a futures stabilization policy may be more difficult to

implement than past policies. For example, if hedging was carried out by the

producer, how would the individual or government cover margin calls? Would

government participation in the market cause problems? What proportion of

expected production would be hedged given the inherent risk of production?

What adverse effects on price would the increased short positions have in the

market? Also, the effects of the increased volume of futures demanded by
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producers on futures price is uncertain. These are a few of the issues that must

be considered before futures or options could be considered as an alternative for

stabllization policy.

\ /hile this study is not the final word, it is the first to anaLyze the relative

effectiveness of futures for short-run aggregate revenue stabilization in Western

Canada, and demonstrates that some past farm programs may have been

relatively ineffective for stabilization, compared to futures hedging. This

highlights the need for government to provide timely program benefits, and

negatively correlated with farm revenue, if they are to be effective for the farmer.

It appears that commodity futures markets may offer the type of risk reduction

needed by the producer to stabilize short-run revenues, and therefore merit

further investigation.
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End Notes

1 Since the objective of this study is to analyze the past effectiveness of
stabilization for the Western Canadian grain sector as a whole, only aggregate
stabllization policy is analyzed. While stabilization analyzed on *orJõp"ãifi.
levels such as per farmer, peÍ acre, or per crop may be of interest, they are
beyond the scope of this analysis. Also, many major government programssuch
as the Western Grain Stabilization Program (WGSP) were aggregatJ in nature,
rather than farmer specific or crop specific, so this study lð cóncetned with
aggregate rather than more specific stabilization effectiveness. As well, since
agriculture forms a large share on GNP in Western Canada, aggregate grain
stabilization is important in stabilizing the Western Canadian éãono-y ur u
whole. Short-run stabilization is examined, because futures and options would
ordinarily be expected to only stabilize revenue within a year. Álso, though
many farm programs have been designed to provide income enhancement rathãr
than stabilization, they are stili included in this analysis, as they may still have
an impact on stabilization.

2 Commodity price fluctuations at the producer level usually exceed those at the
retail level for basically three reasons: 1) the small proportion raw farm products
represent of the value of processed foods, and related to this 2) the rèlatively
l?tg" costs of food retailing which includes both fixed (buildings) and non-fixed
(labour) costs, 3) the increased use of constant retail-value muik..ps as opposed
to percentage-value markups. (Marion, Mueller, Cotterill, Geithmaru and
Schmelzer)

3 Rt is used because this analysis is attempting to measure the past negative
correlation between variables, or the effectiveness of the change in the optiort
premiums over the growing season multiplied by production, to offset or stabilize
the change in producer revenue. This measure extends the traditional measuÍe
of price hedging effectiveness to revenue stabilization effectiveness, since
traditional hedging effectiveness measures only the price correlation between cash
price and futures price.

n This analysis uses a regression model and estimates correlation to measure
stabilization effectiveness, rather than a simulation model, since farm programs
in Western Canada tend to be very ad hoc in nature, with a tempoiary time
frame, and so are much more difficult simulate in the same way ui US policy,
which is less ad hoc. For example, programs such as drought assistance, iñterest
rate rebates, and Western Emergency Assistance did not have formal planning,
and were often implemented for no set time frame, which the farmerbr poliry
analyst could predict in advance. Also, even programs less ad hoc in nature, sucÍr
as WGSP, still have an uncertain payment system in place, so the farmer or poiicy
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analyst could not accurateiy predict the payment timing or size in advance, in
order to easily and 

-accurately simulate it. However, since this study uses
correlation instead of simuiation, and attempts to analyze the past rather than
predict the future, it has the advantage of using actual data rathei than simulated
data (e.g. actual price and quantity), and so does not require simulation
assumptions (e.g. price and quantity distributions), which may in some ways
predetermine the results, from what would have actually happened. Also,
Heifner, Wright and Maish (1991) use ïegression analysis in a simiÎar application
to the one used here, where the objective was to examine the effectiveness of
futures and options to stabiiize past farm budget errors.

. Regarding-the use of change in revenue, since the objective of this chapter
is to measure stabilizatíon of changes in inter year revenue, the changes wilhin
the year must be computed so they can be compared across years. Ahó, changes
in revenue is used since gains from hedges are a change variabie, and transférs
from goverrunent programs are also a change variable, Àince some years they can
be negative (e.g. WGSP). Also, working in changes of variables rather than levels
allows trends to be removed from the data.

s During the period of this study sales to the CWB of wheat and barley
represented on average 78o/o, and 45'/o respectively of totai annual production.
Although oats is no longer a CWB grain, sales to the CWB representedon uverage
were 12% of total annual production until 1989.

6 This analysis does not attempt to compare the magnitude of B coefficients across
equations, only the sign and R2, because the purpose of this analysis is not to
measure the magnitude of transfers, but only to measure the effectiveness of
transfers. For example, a B coefficient of -2.0 from one program may provide the
same relative stabilization dollar for dollar, as a coefficient of -20.0 from another
program, even though the magnitude of the stabilization is 10 times greater in the
latter case. In other words, this analysis attempts to measure relativeèffectiveness
of stabilization or policy, rather than the amoint of the stabilization. Therefore,
statistical tests of B coefficients across equations are not used, and only the I*
measure is used across equations, since the R2 measures correlation. As well, no
conclusions are drawn concerning cause and effect, since only correlation is of
interest here. In other words, independent variables would not be expected to
impact or "cause" the dependent variable.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF COMMODITY OPTIONS

FOR STABILIZING GRAIN REVENUES

Introduction

This study examines the effectiveness of commodity options combined with

crop insurance versus past agricultural policy to reduce short-run aggregate

revenue risk for the Western Canadian grain sector, which includes Manitoba,

Saskatchewatt, and Alberta. Since large transfers of public funds have been used

in the past to provide aggregate stabiiization of farm revenues, it is important to

analyze the relative short-run effectiveness of Western Canadian farm progïams

compared to the more market oriented stabilization methods, such as options.i

Since this study attempts to examine the performance of commodity

options and crop insurance in comparison to past policies for stabilizing producer

revenues, past policy benefits received by grain farmers directly, and indirectly

through subsidized production costs, are calculated. With the actual subsidy

data, a comparison to alternative policies such as options is possibie. Since

options have only been traded since 1982, and not on all crops, option premiums

must be estimated. Black's (7976) formula is used with actual futures data to

estimate the option premiums. Overall, this study attempts to add a degree of
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realism in analyzing stabilization effectiveness, by using the most complete and

up to date data set on government transfers. Also, this analysis extends previous

U.S. work on options as a policy alternative, to the Canadian situation.

Put Options and Revenue Stabilization

Options on agricultural commodity futures have only recently began

trading in North America, with options trading in the United States beginning in

1982 and in Canada in7997. Prior to L982, farmers had only the futures market

to hedge price risk, by either buying or selling futures contracts, depending on

their position in the cash market.

Similar to the buying and selling positions taken in the futures market, the

options market offers similar positions through paying a premium to buy put

options and call options. A put option provides the holder the right to sell the

underlying futures contract at a specified exercise price or strike price for a

limited time. A call option provides the holder the right to buy the underlying

futures contract at a specified exercise price or strike price for a limited time. In

other words, options can be viewed as price insurance, which guarantee a

specified price, where the cost of this guaranteed price is the option premium.

The purchase of put options to hedge the price of expected production,

prior to committing production resources, will create a floor price for the crop

during the growing season. If the market price falls below the strike price (the

exercise price of the underlying futures contract), when the crop is harvested, the
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option would gain value and be sold for a price above its original purchase price,

to offset the losses in the cash market. Conversely, if the market price moves

above the strike price of the option, the put option would lose value and be sold

for an amount below the purchase price (or may become worthless and allowed

to expire) , and the higher market price for production may more than offset the

cost of the option. Flowever, the growing season hedge, or short hedge with put

options can have adverse effects on overall producer returns when commodity

prices rise during a crop failure (Conroy and Rendleman). This means that even

though prices for production are higher, the reduced production may leave the

farmer unable to offset the cost of the put option.

Flowever, the risk of crop failure, or yield risk, can be offset by crop

insurance, and when combined with put options, potentially offers a more

complete form of revenue insurance than put options alone (Plato, USDA). When

yields are low, and grain prices high, the loss on put options wiil be partially

offset by crop insurance payouts. Alternativeiy, when yields are high and grain

prices are low, the losses from crop insurance will be partially offset by the gains

from hedging with put options.

Previous Research

Analysis of options as a short hedge alternative to futures for producers,

suggests that put options provide a favourable price risk management strategf ,

when yield uncertainty is high. Hauser and Eales (7987) examined nine strategies
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for option hedging, futures hedging, and unhedged positions. They concluded

that hedging with options was most acceptable to the hedger who is risk adverse,

for outcomes below the expected hedge price.

Other research on commodity options as a policy alternative was

developed as a result of the 1985 Food Security Act, which mandated a study of

alternative policies for agriculture that considered the use of futures and options

(USDA). Heifner, Wright and Maish (7991)examined the feasibility of shifting

Federal farm program budgetary risks to the private sector using two approaches:

1. The government "hedging" its price support commitments directly in

futures and options markets.

2. Subsidizing farmer's use of futures, options, or cash forward contracts

in lieu of price supports.

Results indicated that farm budgeting uncertainties could be reduced

significantly by government hedging. Glauber and Miranda (USDA, 1989) used

a simulation analysis to compare a subsidized put option progïam to current

price support programs in the United States. Results indicated that market prices

would be slightly lower under a subsidized put option pïogram. This result was

due to the simulated removal of the market floor price provided by the Non

Recourse Loan Program and the difference in commodity price represents the

potential welfare gain to consumers.

Irwin, Peck, Doering, and Brorsen (USDA, 7989) simulated the effects of

existing and options hedging programs on producer revenue, consumer costs, and
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tax payer costs in the United States corn market. Results indicated that

subsidized put options provided producers with returns at least equivaient to the

target price and loan programs, andprovided a net benefit to consumers in terms

of lower prices. Also, Plato (USDA, 7989) simulated the effectiveness of the

futures and options markets to provide farm revenue stabilization and results

indicated that the effectiveness of futures and options in stabilizing revenue was

significantly improved when used in combination with crop insurance.

Procedure and Data

This analysis examines the past correlation between changes in cash

revenues and the returns from intra year put option premium changes on the six

major croPs in Western Canada. These include: all wheat (including durum),

oats, barley, flaxseed, rye and canola. The correlation between the returns from

put options is compared with the producer cash revenue change from the

previous year for total crops based on annual sales, for the fiscal year (Janu ary L

to December 3t), excluding agricultural policy transfers, and for the period 1975

to 1990. This correlation shouid be negative, assuming put options are successful

for stabilizrng producer cash revenues. By evaluating options first on an

individual crop basis, they can later be combined into a single aggregate of all

crops, and considered aiong with crop insurance to analyze the effectiveness of

options to stabilize overall grain revenues. Also, by examining the annual change

in revenues as opposed to only revenues, short-run stabilization is measured,
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which is the focus this chapter.

The fiscal year time period is used because it represents a standard

measure for farmers, lenders and government. Past agricultural policy and crop

insurance based on total transfers, net of producer contributions, are then

compared to put option revenue stabilization. Revenue stabilization is used here

rather than price stabilization, since it is revenue stabilization that the farmer and

government policy makers are generaily concerned with.

Black's option valuation model is used to simulate the premiums on put

options for the futures contracts underlying the six crops reviewed in this study.

Black's option valuation model has relatively wide acceptance for uses similar to

the one applied here (Plato, USDA; Irwin, Peck, Doering and Brorsen, USDA).

The futures contracts used are: The Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) December

Wheat contract (since Canadian wheat futures are only for feed wheat), the

Winnipeg Commodity Exchange (WCE) December contract for Barley, Oats,

Flaxseed, the October contract for Rye and, the ]anuary contract for Canola.

These contract months are selected because more distant contracts tend to be

thinly traded in the spring of the yeaÍ, and options on nearer contract months in

the year would expire before harvest.

To estimate option premiums with Black's Model, five basic pieces of

information are needed to determine the value of the option, which include:

1). Futur:es price

2). Strike price
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3). Interest rate

4). Annualized volatility

5). Time to expiration

The futures price used is the corresponding futures price at which the put

option is purchased to set the hedge and is sold to lift the hedge. Two alternative

hedge periods are considered to provide an indication of the variability of the

effectiveness of a put option short hedge to stabilize producer revenues. The

hedges are set on the first trading day in April or May and both are lifted on the

first trading day in November, except for Rye which is lifted on the first day of

September. The hedging period for Rye differs from the other crops considered

due to a growing season that ends with harvest around the month of August, as

opposed to September or October for the other crops.

Strike prices for options on futures are actually set by exchanges as a

"band" around market prices, in increments. Therefore, the increment scale

adopted for strike prices in this study are similar to options currently traded in

the United States. Strike prices on oilseeds, which include canola and flaxseed,

are set in $10/tonne increments and the cereal grains, which includes rye,barLey,

oats, and wheat, are set in $5/tonne increments. The strike price selected in this

study is the closest increment to the futures price on the date the option value is

estimated. For example, the strike price selected for flaxseed on the first trading

day in May would be $360/tonne, if the futures price on this date was

fi363'50/tonne (based on the December contract). Also, the strike price when the
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hedge is lifted, on the first trading day in November, will correspond to the strike

price established when the hedge was set.

Interest rates used in the Black's Option model for this study are the

prevailing Government of Canada short-term bond rates at the time the option

values are estimated. These rates are used because they have no default risk, and

cover the time period of the short hedge used. Price voiatility in Black's Option

model represents the price volatility of the underlying asset, a futures contract in

this case. Price volatility is calculated by using arurualized volatility, which is

based on the variance of the price for the futures contract underlying the option.

The time to expiration is the number of days between when the option is

purchased, until when the option expires. In this study, the days to expiration

parallel the time period of the hedge. Using Black's model the value of the put

option when the hedge is set and lifted are estimated for strike prices at-the-

money when the hedge is set. According to option pricing theory, strike prices

at-the-money have a hedge ratio or delta of approximately 0.5. The hedge ratio

is the rate at which the option value changes in relation to the underling futures

contract. Therefore, a hedge ratio of 0.5 will require twice as many options as

futures contracts to complete the hedge. To be consistent with this, twice as

many options are purchased, similar to how a farmer would act when hedging

expected production. Thus, two options are purchased when the hedge is set, in

order to provide a beginning effective hedge ratio of 1-, or a delta neutral hedge.

The correlation analysis initially examines the correlation between the
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annual change in total grain revenues summed across all crops (without

government program benefits) and the returns from short hedging (buying put

options), over alternative periods for each of the crops considered. This

determines the range of past potential short-run ïevenue stablTization that may

have been possible using options. It assumes the goal of buying put options

would have been to stabilize aggregate revenue across all crops, similar to the

general goal of policy makers trying to achieve revenue stabilization. However,

this may be somewhat different than the "typical" goals of individual farmers,

who may hedge with options to stabilize price or enhance price for individual

croPs, rather than to stabilize revenue across all crops, from a policy perspective.

Therefore, this "typical" situation is also included in the later analysis, for

comparison.

The correlation between the annual change in aggregate producer cash

market revenues and the individual crop returns from short hedging with put

options, over alternative periods, is estimated with the following OLS Regression

equation:

¿Rev = ø + p((Option,,,,,-Option,,,,)xe,) (4.r)

where : ¡Rea =

ln

n

j
a

the annuai change in total producer cash market
revenues summed across the six crops (excluding
government transfers)

the first trading day in the month the hedge is set
the first trading day in the month the hedge is tifted
crop or commodity selected

annual production
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The dependant variable, which is the annual change in total revenues

summed across the six crops, is used because this analysis is from a policy

perspective with a view to stabilizing overall revenues as opposed to individual

crop revenues. The annual change in grain receipts from the previous yeaï rather

than annuai grain receipts is used because this more accurately describes intra

year revenue variabllity, consistent with short-run stabilization. Similarly,

changes in option premiums (multiplied by quantity), over the period the options

are held, are used because option revenue more accurately reflects the benefits of

a short hedge on current crop revenue variability, than option price alone.

A series of hedging strategies are estimated, to define the optimal period

of either April - November or Muy - November for individual crop hedges to

stabilize aggregate revenue across all crops, measured by R' in (a.1). Since

alternative periods are used to set and lift the hedges, the resuits witl be more

robust and less fragile than using only one hedging period. The potentiai revenue

stabilization from buying put options on individuai crops is used to develop an

indication of the combined potential benefits from hedging the six crops, where

hedging benefits are measured by the R2 measure.' The combination of individual

crop hedges based on (4.1) that form the best possible revenue stabilizing

outcome for the aggregate of six crops, based on R2, define the upper bound.

Similarly, a lower bound is defined from the least effective combination of hedges

for the aggregate of six crops considered.

The upper bound hedge combination, which is the sum of hedge returns
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(change in option premium multiplied by production) across each crop for the

most stabilizing hedge, becomes the "Optimal" hedge strategy for stabilizing

revenues and will have the highest R2. The lower bound combination, which is

the sum of returns across each crop for the least stabilizing hedge, becomes the

"Non-Optimal" hedge strategy for stabilizing revenues and will have the lowest

R2.

After the Optimal and Non-optimal hedge returns are determined, their

ability to stabilize the annual change in aggregate farm

terms of correlation, given by Ft', estimated by OLS for

75Rev = O¿ + P (Optimal Hedge Strategy)

revenue is measured in

the following equations:

dRev = cr + Þ (Non-Optimal Hedge Strategy)

(4.2)

(4.3)

The "optimal" and "non-optimal" hedge strategies provide an indication of

the range of potential stabilizing effects put option returns may have on changes

in aggregate revenues. Ffowever, while this aggregate revenue stabilization

would be the goal of policy makers it is not tikely the goal of farmers. To

compare this case with results from how farmers likely would have hedged on

average, and making no specific assumptions of their motives (e.g. price

stabilizatíon or enhancement), a "typical" hedge case is also analyzed. It is the

option revenue simply averaged across each crop, assuming equal amounts of

crop hedged in each of the two hedging periods, and summed across crops. The

ability of the typical hedge to stabilize aggregate farm revenue is measured by the
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R2 in the following equation:

tRev = o¿ + P (Typical Hedge Strategy)

Restating (4.2), (4.3), and (a.Q in terms of the data, the OLS estimation of

the range of potential hedging benefits is defined by estimating the following for

the "optimal", "non-optimai", and "typical" hedge strategy:

(4.4)

(4.6)

(' I
tRev = " . 

pl Ð (Option,.,,, - Option..,, ) * e, 
I

\i=, )

where: (Option¡,,,, - Option¡,,) is based on (4.2), (4.2), and (4.4)

(4.s)

The effectiveness of agricultural policy for stabiiizing changes in annual

grain revenues is considered in a similar fashion to hedging with options above,

so is measured by the degree of negative correlation between the two. The

annual policy transfers to producers (net of producer contributions), form the

independent variable in the OLS model:

tRev = o( + p (Net Policy Transfers)

This is estimated for each of the Net Policy Transfers selected, which forms

the independent variables. The Net Policy Transfers are:

W'G.S.P.: The net annual payments to producers under the Western

Canadian Grain Stabilization Program.

Federal Transfers: The net Federal Government transfers to producers

from w.G.s.P., special canadian Grains Program, Two price wheat
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Compensation, Migratory Waterfowl Damage Compensation, and Special

Drought Assistance.

Rebates: The net Federal and Provincial Rebates from Property Taxes,

Interest payments, Federal and Provincial Fuel Taxes, and Heating Fuels.

Total Policy Transfers: The net combined transfers from Federal Transfers

(including WGSP) and Rebates above, Provincial Programs which

include Special Grants to Farmers, Crop Loss Compensation, Western

Emergency Assistance, Saskatchewan Drought Assistance, Farm Fertilizer

Price Protection, Grasshopper Control Program and Alberta Flood

Assistance and, Net benefits accruing to producers from the Crow Rate,

Western Grain Transportation Act, and Canadian Wheat Board deficits.

To provide complete revenue stabilization, crop insurance is also

considered in combination with put options. The payments received under crop

insurance (C.I. Benefits), net of producer contributions, form an independent

variable in the OLS models:3

rRev = cr + P r(Optimal Hedge Strategy) + þ r(C.L Benefits)

tRev = cr * Þ ,(Non-Optimal Hedge Strategy) + þr(C.L Benefits)

rRev = cr + Þ 1(Typical Hedge Returns) + þ,(CJ. Benefits)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

Crop insurance and the past policy environment is also considered. The

selected policy benefits defined in ( .Q above are aiso combined with crop
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insurance benefits in the OLS model:

aRev = cr + B r(Net Policy Transþrs) + þ,(CJ. Benefits)

Results

(4.10)

The results of the put option hedging strategies for stabiiizing total cash

market revenue from the crops considered in this analysis, based on equation

(4.7), ate presented in Table 4.1. The ability of the hedge to stabilize revenues

will be reflected in the R2 measure for the model. An R2 of 1 indicates perfectiy

effective hedges for stabilizingproducer cash market revenues, whiie an R2 of 0

indicates no hedging effectiveness for stabilizing revenues. Ffowever, since

chønges of levels in total grain revenues and in hedging returns are used rather

than only levels in total grain revenues and hedging return levels, relatively low

R2 values and low statistical significance would be expected. Also, tests used here

for statistical significance are based on one tailed tests because a negative

relationship between stabilization programs and the changes in aggregate

producer cash market revenues is expected.

Changes in total producer cash market revenues are used as the dependent

variable since this describes short-run stabilization, which is stabilizing around

average chønges in total crop revenue levels. This is in contrast to using only total

crop revenue levels, which describes long-run stabilization, which is stabilizing

around the mean of total crop revenue. In other words, results here are short-

run, and refiect attempts to stabilize changes in revenue, around aveïage changes
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Table 4.1 Relationship Between Selected Put Option
Total Receipts, using OLS Regression, ISTS

Revenue Chaages and Annuat Change in
to 7990.

Crop Hedge Period Lrtercept Independent Variable
Coefficient

Durbin-Watson
Statistic

R2

\rVheat April - November

Muy - November

132.673

1.14.617

-0.539.
(-7.364)

-0.334
(-0.880)

0.777

0.052

1..272

t.248

Barley April - November

Muy - November

232.733

1.59.837

-1.776.
(-1.435)

-1.040
(-0.eos)

0,728

0.055

7.276

7.237

Oats April - November

Muy - November

775.448

136.527

-5.469
(-7.724)

-2.724
(-0.5ee)

0.083

0.025

7.767

7.267

Flaxseed April - November

Muy - November

270.1.85

790.637

-8.991"
(-2.134)

-7.829""
(-1.79s)

0.245

0.787

1.847

1.656

Rye April - October

Muy - October

1,79.984

168.0i0

-25.502.-
(-7.e4s)

26.726'.
(-2.1e2)

0.273

0.256

0.980

0.989

Canola April - November

May - November

766.308

161.503

-2.903'.
(-2.042)

-2.793.
(-1.6s7)

0.229

0.764

1.630

1.494

t-vaiues in parentheses; ' significant at the ten percent level; " significant at the five percent level; based
on one taii test, since coefficient is expected to be negative.

The dependent variable is the same for all equations and is the annual change in total receipts,
which is the sum of receipts for the six crops ($1,000,000's), based on the fiscal year Janrlary 1 to Decembe¡
31. Source: calculations by author.

The independent variables are the change in option premiums for each crop multiplied by quantity
produced in the current year ($1,000,000's). The premiums for put options ($/tonne¡ arà esdmated with
Black's option valuation model for the first trading day in the months shown, with strike prices set at the
nearest increment to at-the-money when the hedge was set. Source: calculations by authoi.
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in revenue, whereas long-run results would attempt to stabilize revenue around

the average of revenue itsell rather than changes in it.

The results in Table 4.1- show the negative hypothesized signs as expected

on the option returns, and support stabilization through hedging. In other words,

changes in put option premiums multiplied by quantity produced are generally

negatively correlated with changes in total producer cash market ïevenue.

Flaxseed options showed the most effectiveness for stabilizing producer

cash market revenues, as seen in Table 4.L. The results for hedging strategies for

rye, shown in Table 4.1, indicate that grain revenues would have been stabilized

by hedging with rye put options. Results show the correct signs and relatively

high R2 values of ranging from 0.213 to 0.256.a Changes in aggregate cash market

revenues also showed a relatively high potential for stabilization by short hedging

with canola put options, as evidenced by the relatively high R2 values in Tabie

4.1. The estimated hedges showed the expected signs and significant t values for

the April to November hedge period. The R2 values that ranged from 0.229 to

0.126 suggest that considerable variability in grain revenues would have been

removed by short hedging with canoia put options.

Lower R2 values for option revenues from wheat, barley, and oats in Table

4.1 suggest that hedging would have provided some, though limited benefits in

stabilizing returns to producers. This may be because of the influence the

Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) has had over these crops during the period of this

study, similar to the case analyzing futures markets presented in chapter 3.
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The results in Table 4.1 also illustrate that differences lie between periods

in which the hedge is carried out. The implication of this is that theoreticat hedge

models used in this type of study are subject to either over stating or under

stating the potential benefits from hedging. For this reason, bounds where placed

on the results of hedging, similar to chapter 3.

Based on the results from equation (4.1) contained in Table 4.I, the optimal

hedge strategy was found to be the following:

Wheat: April - November Hedge

Barley: April - November Hedge

Oats: April - November Hedge

Flaxseed: April - November Hedge

Rye: May - October Hedge

Canola: April - November Hedge

Based on the results contained in Table 4.I,tlne non-optimal hedge strategy,

the opposite of above, was found to be the following:

Wheat: Muy - November Hedge

Barley: Muy - November Hedge

Oats: Muy - November Hedge

Flaxseed: Muy - November Hedge

Rye: April - October Hedge

Canola: Muy - November Hedge

Table 4.2 compares policy transfers with put options for stabilizing short-
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Table 4'3 Relationship Between Al¡rual Changes in Gross Aggregate Grain Receipts for Six Crops
and Alternative Stabilization Methods Combined with Crop Insurance, ISTS to 1990.

Lrdependent Variables Lrtercept Coefficients

x1

Bz Durbin-
Watson
Statistic

x2x1x2

Optimal Hedge

Non-Optimal Hedge

Typical Hedge

w.G.s.P.

Federal Transfers

Rebates

Total Policy
Transfers

Crop Insurance

Crop Insurance

Crop Insurance

Crop Insurance

Crop brsurance

Crop Insurance

Crop Insurance

276.637

251.435

263.647

312.495

249.766

555,247

335.775

-0.41,8.

(-1.641)

-0.258
(-1.032)

-0.338
(-1.32s)

-0.535
(-1.2e3)

-0.1.42

(-0.531)

-9.756
(-7.2e3)

-0.145
(-0.656)

-0.573
(-0.613)

-0.668
(-0.678)

-0.627
(-0.645)

-0.623
(-0.645)

-0.666
(-0.642)

-0.397
(0.3es)

-0.552
(-0.s16)

0.270

0.118

0.159

0.155

0.066

0.155

0.076

1.266

r.270

7.248

1.624

L.559

7.932

L.557

t-values in parentheses; 
- 

significant at the ten percent level; 
-'significant 

at the five percent level; based
on one tail test, since coefficients are expected to be negative.

The dependent variable is the annual change in gross producer receipts ($1,000,000's) based on
the fiscal year January 1 to December 31,, for wheat, oats, barley, rye, flaxseed, ãnd canola (includes CWB
final payments when received and excluding policy transfers to producers) for the period t97S to 1990.
source: Agricultural Economic statistics, statistics canada, Catalogue 21.-6ogq, rgg0.

The independent variables:
Optimal Hedge: see table 4.2.
Non-Optimal Hedge: see table 4.2.
Typical Hedge: see table 4.2.
W.G.S.P.: see table 4.2.
Federal Transfers: see table 4.2.
Rebates: see table 4.2.
Total Policy Transfers: see table 4.2.
Crop Insurance rePresents the net payments ($1,000,000's), to producers under the Crop Insurance

system. Source: Agricultural Economic Statistics, Statistics Canada, Catalogue 21-6038, 1,990.
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showed an R2 of .118. Comparing Table 4.3, and Tabte 4.2, the use of put option

hedges may have been more effective when used with crop insurance to stabllize

producer revenue, than was past agricultural policy, as evidenced by their higher

R2 values in Table 4.3.

Conclusion

Results show that put options in combination with crop insurance had a

greater potential for stabllizing short-run producer cash market revenues than did

past agriculturai policy. Flowever, options have only recently become available

for a iimited number of agricultural commodities, in the United States since 1982

and in Canada beginning in 7997, so actual data is limited. Therefore, the

hedging results in this anaiysis weïe based on estimated put option values from

actual futures prices using Black's Option Valuation Model, and so the results

presented here may vary somewhat from the actual stabilizing benefits hedging

with options would have on farm revenues.

Considerable differences were found in the effectiveness of short hedging

to stabilize short-run farm revenues from the six crops considered. For this

reason, bounds were created to show a range of the potential ability of put

options to stabilize revenues. Even the lower bound of this range exceeded the

ability of the combined goverrunent policies to stabilize short-run farm revenues.

Results showed that put options which provide price insurance, were an even

more effective short-run stabiiizing tool than past agricultural policies when crop
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insurance was included in the analysis.

In comparison to past revenue stabilization poiicies, put options appeared

to be more effective. However, implementing a commodity option based

stabilization program for the future may be difficult, similar to the case of futures

reviewed in chapter 3. What proportion of expected production should be

hedged given the inherent risk of production? Would the increased demand for

put options drive up option premiums or push down futures price in the short-

run? What effect would goverrunent participation in the markets have? Are

farmers opposed to using options? These are a few of the issues that must be

considered before put options could be considered as an alternative for

stabllization policy.

\¡Vhile this study is only the first to analyze the relative effectiveness of

options for short-run stabilization in Western Canada, it shows that some past

farm programs may have been relatively ineffective for short-run aggregate cash

market revenue stabilization, compared to hedging with put options. This

highlights the need for government program benefits to be provided on a more

timely basis if they are to be effective for the farmer. It appears that commodity

option markets may offer the type of revenue risk reduction needed by the

producer, and therefore merit further investigation.
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End Notes

1 Since the objective of this study is to analyze the past effectiveness of
stabilization for the Western Canadian grain sector as a whoie, only aggregate
stabilization policy is analyzed. While stabiiization analyzed on rno." õp"ãifi.
levels s rch as per farmer, per acre, or per crop may be of interest, thäy are
beyond the scope of this analysis. Also, many major goverrunent programssuch
as the Western Grain Stabilization Program (WGSP) were aggregate in nature,
rather than farmer specific or crop specific, so this study lð cóncerned with
aggregate rather than more specific stabilization effectiveness. As weli, since
agriculture forms a large share on GNP in Western Canada t aggregate grain
stabllizatíon is important in stabilizing the Western Canadian Eðono-y as a
whole. Short-run stabllization is examined, because futures and options would
ordinarily be expected to only stabilize revenue within a year.

2 Rt is used because this analysis is attempting to measure the past negative
correlation between variables, or the effectiveness of the change in the õption
premiums over the growing season muitiplied by production, to offset or stabilize
the change in producer revenue. This measure extends the traditional measure
of price hedging effectiveness to revenue stabiiization effectiveness, since
traditional hedging effectiveness measures only the price correlation between cash
price and futures price.

3 This analysis uses a regression model and estimates correlation to measure
stabilízation effectiveness, rather than a simulation model, since farm programs
in Western Canada tend to be very ad hoc in nature, with a tempoiary time
ftame, and so are much more difficult simulate in the same way aô US policy,
which is less ad hoc. For example, programs such as drought assistance, interest
rate rebates, and Western Emergency Assistance did not have formai planning,
and were often implemented for no set time frame, which the farmerbr poliry
analyst could predict in advance. Also, even programs less ad hoc in naturd, sucir
as WGSP, still have an uncertain payment system in place, so the farmer or policy
analyst could not accurately predict the payment timing or size in advance, in
order to easily and accurately simulate it. Flowever, since this study uses
correlation instead of simulation, and attempts to analyze the past rathér than
predict the future, it has the advantage of using actual data rathei than simulated
data (e.g. actual price and quantity), and so does not require simulation
assumptions (e.g. price and quantity distributions), which may in some ways
predetermine the results, from what would have actually happened. Also,
Heifner, Wright and Maish (7997) use regression analysis in a simiiar application
to the one used here, where the objective was to examine the effectiveness of
futures and options to stabilize past farm budget errors.

Regarding the use of change in revenue, since the objective of this chapter
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is to measure stabilization of changes in inter year revenue, the changes within
the year must be computed so they can be compared across years. Alsó, changes
in revenue is used since gains from hedges are a change variable, and transférs

from government programs are also a change variable, iince some years they can
be negative (e.g. WGSP). Also, working in changes of variables rather than Íevels
allows trends to be removed from the data.

n Aithough the returns from hedging rye with put options showed positive
autocorrelation, this part of the analysis only deiermined the hedging
combinations based on relative effectiveness among possible combinati,ons.
Therefore, assuming all R2 values for rye are inflated by slmilar amounts due to
autocorrelation, they still can be compared to each other in a relative sense.

s During the period of this study sales to the CWB of wheat and barley
represented on average 78o/o, and 45o/. rcspectively of total annual production.
Although oats is no longer a CWB grain, sales to the CWB represented on uverage
were 1,2% of total annual production untii 1989.

6 This analysis does not attempt to compare the magnitude of B coefficients across
equations, oniy the sign and R2, because the purpose of this analysis is not to
measure the magnitude of transfers, but only to measure the effectiveness of
transfers. For example, a B coefficient of -2.0 from one program may provide the
same relative stabilization dollar for dollar, as a coefficient of -20.0 frõm another
Program, even though the magnitude of the stabilization is L0 times greater in the
latter case. In other words, this analysis attempts to measure relativeãffectiveness
of stabilization or policy, rather than the amount of the stabilization. Therefore,
statistical tests of B coefficients across equations are not used, and only the R2
measure is used across equations, since the R2 measures correlation. As well, no
conclusions are drawn concerning cause and effect, since only correlation is of
interest here. In other words, independent variables would not be expected to
impact or "cause" the dependent variable.
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CHAPTER 5

USING COMMODITY MARKETS VERSUS TRADITIONAL

AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMS FOR REVENUE STABILIZATION:

THE INDIVIDUAL FARM CASE

Introduction

This chapter examines the effectiveness of commodity futures and put

options for stabilizing individual farm grain revenues compared to past

agricultural policies. The analysis coveïs the Western Canadian grain sector,

which includes Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. The individual, or farm

case scenario, is analyzed here rather than some higher level of aggregation (e.g.

sectoral level, or national level) because stabilization of individual revenues may

not be reflected in more aggregated analysis. Arso, an aggregation of farm

revenues across the provinces would not permit provincial comparisons of the

revenue stabilizing effects of government programs, futures, and options.

While futures and options markets may reduce commodity price risk,

quantity risk or production risk, cannot be reduced through the futures or options

markets, so a more complete approach to stabilizing short-run producer ïevenue

expectations is also used here, which includes crop insurance.

The past benefits received by producers directly and indirectly through
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subsidized production and marketing costs are calculated, and with this actual

subsidy data, a comParison to alternative policies for revenue stabilization is

possible. Therefore, the objectives of this study are to:

1. Examine the past effectiveness of short hedging expected production

with futures and options for stabilizing expected revenues over the

growing season, and

2. Determine whether short hedging or past agricultural policy would have

been more effective for stabilizing expected revenues.

Futures, Options, and Traditional Agricultural policy

Commodity futures and options offer the producer a potential way to

stabilize expected prices for crops with contracts traded on commodity exchanges.

By hedging expected production before the crop is planted, the produceï may

reduce the risk of misallocating production resources to what may otherwise

become uneconomic crops by harvest time (Peck). Flowever, futures and options

hedging have received relatively little use by producers and perhaps part of the

reason for this lies in the structure of past agricultural policy.

Within the structure of some past agricuifural policies have been elements

of price stabilization, which reduces the demand for futures and options by

farmers. The regular intervention of government in response primarily to price

instability would tend to iead producers to expect government price support and

not consider hedging production with futures and options. Support for this point
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can be found in the fact that Western Canadian grain producers have received

revenue stabllization without an actuarially sound premium attached. What this

has meant for producers is that revenue stabilization programs often pay out

more than is taken in from producer contributions, making it understandabie why

fufures and options markets have not been used more intensiv eIy by producers.

However, futures and options may offer a market alternative to past

agricultural policies for stabilizing short-term revenue (Heifner, Wright, and

Maish). The abiiity of the grain producer to allocate production resources

effectively will depend on the level of revenue risk surrounding the production

decision at planting. An effective short-run stabilization progïam should not

influence the producers decision of what to produce,but reduce the variance of

grain revenues from those expected when resources are committed at planting.

Since futures and options contracts are traded within this time period, they may

be more suited to stabilizing short run revenue risk than traditional agricultural

policies. Also, an analysis based on stabilizing short-run ïevenue risk is valid,

since many of the past policies were designed to address realized revenue risk

over the growing season time period. Furthermore, even if some past policies

address primarily longer run targets, they may also impact the short run

variability of producer revenues, and should therefore be considered.

Procedure and Data

This analysis examines the correlation between changes in expected cash
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market revenues over the growing season for three "t1pical" farms with the

returns from short selling futures and buying put options. Whiie no true typical

farm can be defined, this analysis attempts to approximate atypicalfarm for each

province. The three typical farms are 1000 acre grain farms producing only the

major six crops in Western Canada, with a farm located in each of the western

provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. The six major crops include

all wheat (including durum), oats, barley, flaxseed, Íyê, and canola.

The correlation between the returns from short selling futures and buying

put options is compared with the total change, or difference, between expected

cash market revenues and those revenues actually received by the farmer for all

six crops produced on the typicat farms. This correlation should be negative if

futures and put options are effective in stabilizing expected revenues. Also,

futures and options short positions are then combined with crop insurance, for

a more complete approach to stabilizing expected revenues.

The growing season period of risk is used because often producers commit

resources based on expected prices (Newberry and Stiglitz). When commodity

prices change from the expectations of the producer, and production is marketed

at those prices, the producer then faces revenue risk. Short hedging (with options

or futures) may reduce this type of intra-year revenue instability.

The growing season establishes the time period for the producer to the set

and iift short hedges, but the government benefits received by the producer are

measured on a fiscai year basis. This means that all benefits receive d by
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producers are accounted for in this study when they are received, and each year

begins on January 1st and ends on December 31st. Also, past policy transfers and

crop insurance are based on net transfers to producers, consistent with the returns

from short selling futures and put options.

A typical farm is created in each province to examine the farm level effects

of short hedging with futures or put options, government programs, and crop

insurance on expected grain revenues. The typical farms created in this analysis

attempt to provide a base for results that are comparable to more specific farm

profiies. Also, the crops selected and planted follow the provincial averages in

an attempt to be consistent with typical farms.

Each typical farm is 1000 acres in size and is limited to producing only the

six major croPs, without summer failow. More specific details of the typical

farms' construction, management, and revenues can be found in Appendix A.

While there are more than six crops produced in Western Canada, the six major

crops are used to approximate all crops because of the high correlation between

the gross revenues of the six crops and total grain revenues. Also, the six cïops

make up a high proportion of totai grain revenues, as seen in Table 3.1.

The difference between the expected revenues and realized revenues for

each farm becomes the variable describing the growing season revenue risk for

the farmer, aRev. This variable may be viewed as changes in cash market

revenue only, and does not inciude government subsidies. The returns from

futures, put options, government payments, and. crop insurance should be
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negatively correlated with ¡Rev if they are effective in reducing the growing

season revenue risk for the typical grain farm.

Futures and put options are explored as alternatives to each other.

Therefore, the returns from short selling futures and buying put options are

calculated for the same intra-year time periods. This allows for these two

alternative short hedging vehicles to be compared.

The short hedges are set on the first trading day in April or May and both

are lifted on the first trading day in November, except for Rye which is lifted on

the first day of September. The hedging period for Rye differs from the other

croPs considered due to a growing season that ends with harvest around the

month of August, as opposed to September or October for the other crops.

The futures prices used are for the Chicago Board of Trade December

contract on wheat, the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange December contracts on

oats, barley, flax, and rye, and the November contract on canola. These contract

months are selected because more distant contracts tend to be thinly traded in the

spring of the year, and options on nearer contract months in the year would

expire before harvest.

The size of the hedge or quantity of futures to be sold or put options to be

bought is based on a percentage of expected production for each farm. Expected

production in the current year is the five year historical average of yield

multiplied by the seeded acreage. Hedging a percentage range of expected

production is explored to increase the robustness of the results and indicate the
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effects of alternative futures and put options hedges on revenue risk.

The correlation between the growing season change in expected revenues

and the returns from short hedging all six crops with futures, over the alternative

periods, is estimated with the following oLS regression equation:

aRev = u" + (Futures.. ,,, - Future+, ,) *

where : ¿Reu = growing season change in expected cash market
revenues from realized revenues summed across the six
crops (excluding goverrunent transfers)

Futures = the futures price for the crop or commodity selected
m = the first trading day in the month the hedge is set
n = the first trading day in the month the hedge is lifted
j = crop or commodity selected

a = annual production

Short hedging with options follows the same procedure as futures,

however, put options have not been traded on all the crops used in this analysis,

or over the time period of the analysis. Therefore, put option premiums are

calculated with Black's option pricing formula for each of the six major crops

based on the same futures contracts used in the futures short hedging portion of

this analysis.

Black's option valuation model is used to compute the premiums on put

options for the futures contracts underlying the six crops reviewed in this study,

since it has relatively wide acceptance for estimating option premiums. A more

detailed description of how Black's option vaiuation model is used in this study

')

(,
pl Ð
[ ;=,

(s.1)
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can be found in Appendix B.

The quantity of put options to be bought in any given year and for each

crop is consistent with the futures short selling models. In particular, the

correlation between the growing season change in expected revenues and the

returns from short hedging with put options, over the aiternative periods, and

alternative quantities, is estimated with the following OLS regression equation:

aRev = u, + (Option,.,,, - Option.,,,,) x (s.2)

where : growing season change in expected cash market
revenues from realized revenues summed across the six
crops (excluding government transfers)
put option premiumOption

the first trading daym = the first trading day in the month the hedge is set
n = the first trading day in the month the hedge is lifted

(o
Bl t
[ ;='

¿Reu =

')

j = crop or commodity selected

a = annual production

The effectiveness of agricultural policy for stabilizing expected ïevenues

over the growing season is considered in a similar fashion to hedging with

futures or put options above. The annual policy transfers to producers (net of

producer contributions) on a typicai 1000 acre farm form the independent variable

in the OLS model:

aRev = cr + p (Net Policy Transfers)

This OLS model is estimated for each of the Net Policy Transfers selected,

which forms the independent variables. The Net policy Transfers are:

(5.3)
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W.G.S.P': The net annual payments to producers under the Western

Canadian Grain Stabilization program.

Federal Transfers: The net Federal Government transfers to producers

from w.G.s.P., special canadian Grains program, Two price wheat

Compensation, Migratory Waterfowl Damage Compensation, and Special

Drought Assistance.

Rebates: The net Federal and Provincial Rebates from Property Taxes,

Interest payments, Federal and Provincial Fuel Taxes, and Heating Fuels.

Total Policy Transfers: The net combined transfers from Federal Transfers

(including WGSP) and Rebates above, Provincial Programs which

include Special Grants to Farmers, Crop Loss Compensation, Western

Emergency Assistance, Saskatchewan Drought Assistance, Farm Fertilizer

Price Protection, Grasshopper Control Program and Alberta Flood

Assistance, Canadian Wheat Board deficits and, Net benefits accruing to

producers from the Crow Rate, and the Western Grain Transportation

Act.

To provide complete revenue stabilization, cïop insurance is also

considered in combination with futures and put options. The payments received

under crop insurance (C.L Benefits), net of producer contributions, form an

independent variable in the OLS models:

tRev = ü + P r(Futures) + þ r(CJ. Benefits)
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tRev = ü + B,(Options) + þr(CJ. Benefits)

Crop insurance and the past policy environment is

seiected policy benefits defined in (5.3) above are also

insurance benefits in the OLS model:

dRev = cr + Þ r(Net Policy Transfers) + þr(CJ. Benefits)

(s.s)

also considered. The

combined with crop

(s.6)

All futures returns, put options returns, and government payments alone

and in combination with crop insurance are defined in terms of OLS models. The

OLS models are used to measure the correlation between variables, where the

dependant variable is the same in each case, which is the change in cash market

revenues (excluding goverrunent transfers) from what was expected. The R2 in

each model should provide an indication of the relative strength each approach

has in stabilizing revenues.

provides an indication of the

season revenue risk.

Also, the sign on the independent variable(s)

alternative stabilization methods effect on growing

Results

Futures, Put options, ønd Goaernment Trønsþrs without Crop Insurønce

Table 5'1 shows the results of the first step in the analysis where futures

and put options aione are compared with selected government transfers for

stabilizing growing season revenue risk based on equations 5.1, 5.2, anð, E.Z.

Since the analysis is based on an OLS estimation of correlation between variables,
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Table 5.1 Relationship Between Annual Revenue Risk for Typical Farms in Western Canada and
Alternative Stabilization Methods, ISZS to lgg0.

Farm Location Stabilization Lrtercept Independent R2 Durbin-Watson
Method Variable Statistic

Coefficient
Manitoba April-November -1929r.409 -0.22s 0.018 L4B.

Futures (60%) (-0.502)

saskatchewan April-November -goro4.s4,s -0.402 0.034 r.606
Futures (60%) (-0.6ee)

Alberta April-November -zos00.t6g -2.216 0.684 1.159
Futures (60%) (-5.s07)'

Manitoba May-November -18894.648 -0.331 0.031 r.s62
Futures (60%) (-0.66e)

saskatchewan May-November -2924s.947 -0.s34 0.046 r.67g
Futures (60%) (-0.817)

Alberta May-November -18318.193 -z.g|7 0.629 r.2BB
Futures (60%) (-4.876)'

Manitoba April-November -rz4g4.zr2 -0.422 0.080 1.588
Options (60%) (-1.103)

saskatchewan April-November -2940r.267 -o.zzg 0.030 7.6gT
Options (60%) (-0.653)

Alberta April-November -12002.164 -1.800 o.ss7 7.824
Options (60%) (-4.7e4)'

Manitoba May-November -12996.98s -0.330 0.054 1.sg4
Options (60%) (-0.8e3)

saskatchewan May-November -29679.946 -0.2g1, 0.024 1.622
Options (60%) (-0.s81)

Alberta May-November -1,4702.414 -1.46s 0.47g r.268
Options (60%) (-3.s83)"

Manitoba Federal Programs -769s3.490 -0.1g6 0.011 1s09
(_0.387)

saskatchewan Federal Programs -29942.926 -0.113 0.002 1.55g
(-0.161)

Alberta Federal Programs - gï}z.szg t.7gr 0.142 r.423
(1..524).

Manitoba Provincial -19917.601 20.41,1, 0.00s t.266
Programs (O.ZTB)

saskatchewan Provincial -28962.26r -9.432 0.0s9 r.Mg
Programs (-0.e41)

Alberta Provincial -22626.24r -r.904 0.004 1.535
Programs (-0.22e)
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Table 5.1 (Continued) Relationship Between A¡nual
Western Canada and Alternative Stabilization

Revenue Risk for Typical Farms in
Methods, 7975 to 7990.

Farm Location Stabil-ization
Method

Intercept Irrdependent
Variable

Coefficient

Durbin-Watson
Statistic

R2

Ma¡ritoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta

Rebates

Rebates

Rebates

-78479.374

-78644.094

-1.0794.431

-1.650
(-0.072)

-25.140
(-0.662)

-78.564
(-1,.225)

0.000

0.030

0.097

7.396

7.498

7.695

Manitoba

Saskatchewa¡

Alberta

Total Policy
Transfers

Total Policy
Transfers

Total Policy
Transfers

-1.6884.963

-28736.796

-39270.025

-0.183
(-0.384)

-0.159
(-0.234)

7.229
(1.173)

0.010

0.004

0.089

7.507

1.577

I.M4

t-values in oarentheses;'signi-ficant at the five percent level;'" significant at the ten percent level; basedon one tail test, since tÉe àoEffi.i""i-ir 
""ì".t"a 

to be nesâtive.
The. dependent variable, or reienue, risk, is"the same for all equations and is the annualdrtference between expected farm revenues and those realized by a typical 10d0 acre n.ãi" fuìãåii'triätriîåË;';öt,wheat-barley, oats, flaxseed, canola, and ryti. Expected revénues 

";äf":?å":fåi]t" y"SL moving ave*rge of yield multipìied by the expected price for the^currenileäi. i" Ã"ril. for eachrear or tne.analysls. bxPected Prlces,are based on the three mònth averaqe cash príce for all årai'ns exceDt
H.i:,î||.Yj|ql:liil{,,¡:9ruary, and,Mar.c\.9{the year in gl,reslion. Th"e expecied prices foi Spri"g a'id
i"ËåliTi"îäl3i'",,iå:iåit"'ï:L'îJii'lg,i*liruruiå:ä,*å'1"'itf,"'å'::""ïï.IJff îî[färtr"#:il
q:T:,_T^!h" crop districr the"farm is locared in, multipiìãlby iÎi; f;;"i'sãt piiÈäi* iË;J:-rop, il *,ã rãíioI the year.

The independent variables:
Federal Prosrams represent the net Federal Government transfers (in {ollars)Jo typical producersin western Canada I'om, w'c.S.Þ; Sp;¿ì;ii"l;álu;-cr-;r"s-Þ;9il;, rùo Þ;ì¿ä-\iih;;ítàmpensation,Misratorv Waterfowl Damaqe Compénsation, Crop Assistance píósrah, Grain Embårgo õàmpensation,spe-cial Drought Assisrance, tanadian wh"ã¡ '8";"1ilii¿iË;;d ;È'il;i'Ë;äiiiräääru ñåm-the CrowRäte and the'Western Graiá f;;;poiì"tio"i.t. source: Calculations bï;;iË;.
Provinciai Programs Lepresent the net Provincial transféis-(ln ã'.,tiuìäi*n"re thev would aoolv to

Þgi"_1^eldl::i:.i" Wé¡tep Cånada from; Special Granrs to r,áimì:is,-õ;.p i";;'ö;;;ä;rtä; ïVSJí"'i
:4":8j$y^l:tjlull", saskatchewan Drought A^ssistance,_Farm Fertilizer'Price Proteètion, GrásshoppeiContról P_iogram and, Alberta F]ood Assistañce. souràe: ãátã"iåÈ""r tv aurhor.

Canada Jiiriiåi+"ffiJiålÏli"".1î"i:ï*il:;'tåLi:i".,åå(i.i;lf¿'li ?"?rr:10,.:i::::nit*il
Source: Calculatioris bi authoi. t J

Total Policv T'ransfers represent the net combined transfers (in dollars) for all government programslisted above. Sourcê: calculationô bv author.
. . April to November-Eutures'represents the net annual returns (in.dollars) from short selling futurescontracts over.the April .to November^period for each of the six giaiìs in each'veåioïìl"reãiurvSis. The

9$annry or rurures solcl rs sxty percent of the expected production for each croó. Expected proáuction isa five year moving average of-yíeld multiplied by the plänted acreage ror éacrt-å.ollåitrãi.lr.""t u"u..
^^-,_^ ^.^Y-u-{-,?-,)qY9-?"r*tsulures 

represents the net ann}ral reburnÀ (in. dollars) fròm short selling futures
::,1'_tî:,:^9.9Lll: Mî{to November Pe.igg for each of the.six grains for eachyear of rhe analyiis. Thequanury or ru,ture-s-solct r,q s1¡ty percent of the expected productiõn for each crop.

. APrrl to N.ovembe¡.Options represents the net ánnual returns from bufing put options on futurescontracts over the Anril to November pèriod for.eachof the six grains ror Àu.ñ féãr'Jrìtããìiãiyr* ¿tpti,;
tl"-*1ï:J,l:.:_l*iTil.d ;sl;¿ Bi;.L';'i**"1ãl-1ñË ä;-u""iìç'äf ;..,t options purchased is órxry percentor tne expected procluctlon for each croo.

::llr:r,Yi{,iî}fr,"fl3î;',Ëftå,ïåi,""î'}:î,å?tîiitäïîl ;?:ïiliåî..å.lïJ}cJ,ïi3åT:ü',ß: 8ii:ïpremiums where estima.ted -using Bla'ck's formula. rnà q"antifiãi-þ"t 
"ptto"iþ"r"häiËi'iri,*ry percenròf the expected productio" f- ;ã.h ;rop. 

---^-
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a Durbin-Watson Statistic is included. The Durbin-Watson Statistics in Tabie 5.1

indicates that the results are either not autocorrelated or are in the inconclusive

range.

The results of short selling 60% of expected production are presented since

these results represent an approximate median of results from short selling

between 10o/' and 100% of expected production on each of the typical farms.

Overall, the results in Table 5.1 show that both futures and put options stabilized

expected revenues on each of the typical farms. All coefficients on the returns

from either futures or options are negative indicating a stabilizing effect. Also,

the R2 for each short hedge return (using either futures or options) shows distinct

differences in the level of revenue risk stabilization between typical farms.

Clearly, the use of futures and/ or put options benefit the typical Alberta farm the

most. Even the lowest R2 for Alberta of 0.478 for the May to November option

hedge exceeds all the short hedge f€ results in either Manitoba or Saskatchewan.

For example, results for Saskatchewan reached a considerably lower R2 of 0.046.

The period of the short position also had an impact on the effectiveness of

futures and options to stabilize expected revenues. For example, the results for

the typical Manitoba farm showed an R2 of 0.018, for the April to November

period, while the May to November period show a larger R2 of 0.031. Table 5.1

shows that total government transfers to the typical farms did not exceed the

effectiveness of either futures or put options to stabilize expected revenues. In

other words, R2 values for futures and options stabtlization were higher than that
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of traditional agriculture programs. For the typical Manitoba farm, no single

government policy exceeded the ability of the least stabilizingfutures or options

returns to reduce growing season revenue risk. For the typicai Saskatchewan

farm, only provinciai Programs exceeded all of the futures and options returns to

reduce revenue risk. FIowever, this particular result for Saskatchewan is less

important than total poiicy transfers, because total policy transfers include all

government programs, and they did not exceed the least effective market

alternative, the May to November put options returns. In Alberta, the use of

futures or put options far exceeds any of the government policies to stabilize

revenue.

There are substantial provincial differences in the effectiveness of past

policies to stabilize expected revenues based on the results of equation S.3 shown

in Table 5.1. Federal programs appear to have little stabilization in Manitoba and

Saskatchewan, though they do have the expected negative relationship indicating

some reduction in risk. This is in contrast to Alberta where the relationship is

positive, indicating a destabiliztng effect on expected revenue there. Also, the

effectiveness of provincial programs vary widely in their ability to stabiiize

expected revenue, with Saskatchewan receiving the greatest benefit from

provincial programs, and Manitoba the least. In general, the differences between

provinces for the same groups of agriculturai policies indicates that not all regions

receive equal amounts of revenue stabilization from the government.

In Table 5'L, the total policy transfers variable provides an overall picture
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of the effectiveness of past agricultural policies to stabllize growing season

revenue risk. Total policy transfers indicate a wide range in the effectiveness of

all past agricultural policies to stabllize growing season revenue risk across

provinces for the typical farms. Manitoba farms received the most stabilization

as indicated by a negative relationship between total policy benefits and revenue

risk, and an R2 of 0.01. This is in contrast to the typical Alberta farm, where the

positive relationship between total policy benefits and revenue risk indicate that

expected growing season revenue received no stabiii zatíon from government

Programs.

Futures, Put Options, ønd Gooernment Trønsfers Combined With Crop Insurance

Table 5.2 presents the last stage of the analysis with the results of including

crop insurance along with futures, options, and government programs based on

equations 5.4,5.5 and 5.6. As in the results presented in Tabie 5.1, the Durbin-

Watson statistic shows either no autocorrelation, or else the inconclusive ïange.

Overail, futures and options appear to be more effective than past policies

to stabilize expected revenues, when crop insurance is included for the typical

farms. Saskatchewan would have benefitted the least from alternative policies

that included futures and options. But as the results in Tabie 5.2 show, the level

of expected revenue stabilization offered by total government programs is

comparable to that of either futures or put options. For example, the R2 value for

the total transfers and crop insurance model was 0.561, whiie the least effective

market alternative was using put options and crop insurance over the May to
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Table 5.2 Relationship Between An¡rual Revenue Risk for Typical
Alternative Stabilization Methods in Combination with

Farms in Western Canada a
Crop Lrsurance, 7975 to 1990.

Farm Location Stabilization
(Independent

Methods
Variables)

Intercept Independent
Variable

Coefficients

R2 Durbin-
Watson
Statistic

xl x2

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta

April-November
Futures (60%)

April-November
Futures (60%)

April-November
Futures (60%)

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

-11742.397 -0.329 -4.357
(-0.828) (_2.22e)'*

-14601.113 -0.321 -7.246
(-0.7e6) (_3.es8)'

-12624.469 -2.1,41, -4.879
(-s.614)' (-1..672)'.

0.289 1.748

0.562 2.102

0j40 73s4

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta

May-November
Futures (60%)

May-November
Futures (60%)

May-November
Futures (60%)

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

-17538.454 -0.394 -4.280
(-0.8e8) (_2.21,0)'

-14651.999 -0.315 -7.168
(-0.676) (_3.866).

-10259.199 -2.304 -5.039
(-4.e21)' (_1.sS0)"

0.296 1.792

0.556 2.073

0.689 1.388

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Aiberta

April-November
Options (60%)

Aprii-November
Options (60%)

April-November
Options (60%)

Crop
Insu¡ance

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

-10022.189 -0.457 -4.280
(-1.36).. (-2.2e5).

-14563.850 -0.727 -7.224
(-0.3s2) (_3.83s)'

-6431.230 -1.708 -3.774
(-3.8e5)" (-1.013)

0.345 1..737

0.545 2.043

0.589 2.046

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta

May-November
Options (60%)

May-November
Options (60%)

May-November
Options (60%)

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

-11160.518

-14667.838

-7840.950

-0.305
(-0.e24)

-0.092
(-0.267)

-1.385
(-3.370)'

-4.104
(-2.126)'

-7.250
(-3.843)'

-4.495
(-1.130)

0.298 1..729

0.543 2.031

0.525 1.515

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta

Federal

Federal

Federal

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

-13067.756

-1.8452.975

-33499.542

-4.234
(-2.0s3)'

-7.735
(-4.0e5)'

-7.970
(-1.6s0).

0.056
(0.124)

0.41.9

(0.842)

2.025
(1.821)'

0.253 1.606

0.564 2.028

0.297 1.8s0

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta

Provincial

Provincial

Provincial

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

-12521.758

-14777.041

-71655.702

12.093
(0.0s3)

-1.554
(-0.230)

-1.772
(-0.210)

-4.153
(-2.070).

-7.197
(-3.703)'

-6.775
(-r.26s)'

0.252 1.623

0542 1.980

0.113 1.708

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta

Rebates

Rebates

Rebates

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

2359.371.

-4368.547

-9174.638

-21.036
(-0.e78)

-22.209
(-0.840)

-10.132
(-0.s10)

-4.936
(-2.377)'

-7.278
(-3.eeo)'

-4.608
(-0.675).

0.303 1.584

0.564 1.810

0.127 1.723
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Table 5.2 (Continued)
Canada and
1975 to 7990.

Relationship Between Revenue
Altemative Stabilzation Methods

Risk for Typical Farms in Western
i¡ Combination With Crop Insurance,

Farm Localion Stabilizafion Methods
(Independent Variables)

Intercept Independent
Variable

Coefficients

Durbin-
Watson
Statislic

R2

x1 x2
Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta

Rebates

Rebates

Rebates

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

2359.371

-4368.547

-9174.638

-2r.036 -4.936
(-0.e78) (-2.377)'

-22.209 -7.278
(-0.840) (-3.ee0).

-70.132 -4.608
(-0.s10) (-0.67s).

0.303 i.584

0.564 1.810

0.127 7.723

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta

Total Policy
Transfers

Total Policy
Transfers

Total Policy
Transfers

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

Crop
Insurance

-12986.389

-18294.637

-29435.259

-4.220
(-2.052)'

(-4.062)'

-7.999
(-1.5e1)*.

0.253 r.61.0

0.561. 2.033

0.238 1.838

0.046
(0.104)

0.379
(0.782)

7.489
(1.476)

t-values in parentheses; ' significant at the five percent level; " significant at the ten percent level; based
on one tail test, since the coefficient is expected to be negative.

The dependent variable is the same for all equations and is the annual difference between
expected farm revenues and those realized by a rypical 10b0 acre grain farm producing only the six major
crops, wheat,barley, oats, flaxseed, canola, and rye. Calculated ur i.r tubl" s.t.

The independent variables:
Federal Programs: see Table 5.1.
Provincial Programs: see Table 5.1.
Rebates: see Table 5.1.
Total Policy Transfers: see Table 5.1.
April to November Futures: see Table 5.1.
May to November Futures: see Table 5.1.
April to November Options: see Table 5.1.
May to November Options: see Table 5.1.
Crop Insurance represents the net payments, to producers unde¡ the Crop Insurance system. Source:

Calculations by Author.
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November time period, with an R2 of 0.549.

As Table 5.2 indicates, the typical Alberta farm showed the greatest

potential for revenue stabilization from the use of futures and put options in

combination with crop insurance, compared to the performance of past traditional

policies. The traditional policy setting in Alberta, described by the total transfers

and crop insurance model in Table 5.2,had an R2 of 0.238 while the least effective

market alternative was buying put options over the May to November time

period with an R2 of 0.525. This indicates a substantial improvement in revenue

risk reduction over the growing season for the typicat Alberta farm, when

management includes the use of crop insurance combined with futures and put

options.

All government policy transfers when combined with crop insurance

reduced growing season revenue risk, except for the case of Alberta seen at the

bottom of Table 5.2. For the typicat Manitoba and Saskatchewan farms, the

positive sign on the total policy transfers variables, as seen in Table 5.2, is not

consistent with the relationship found for the total policy transfers variables in

Table 5.1' This suggests multicollinearity between the independent variables in

the Manitoba and Saskatchewan cases. But overall, as indicated by the general

increase irÌ R2 values between Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, crop insurance was

generally effective in reducing growing season revenue risk.
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Conclusion

The results of this study are based on what would have happened in the

past, not necessarily what would happen in the future. Therefore, the policies,

yields, prices, and management of the typical farms used in this study may not

necessarily be repeated in the future.

But this study showed that in general, futures and options may have been

more effective than past traditional policies to stabilize the expected revenues of

typical farms in western Canada. Also, the effectiveness of government

Programs, futures, and put options to stabilize short run revenue was improved

by including crop insurance into the management of the typical farms.

Substantial differences were found between the ability of both past

government programs and the alternative futures and options programs to

stabllize revenue between the typical farms studied. The typical Saskatchewan

farm benefitted the most from traditionai government policies while the typical

Alberta farm benefitted the least. But the opposite held for the use of futures and

options, where the typical Alberta farm had expected revenues stabilized the most

from futures and options, and the saskatchewan farm the least.

In summary, the use of futures and options were more suited to stabiiizing

growing season revenue, than were past agricultural policies. Also, the use of

futures and options to enhance ïevenue could be made possible by varying

degrees of government subsidization of futures and options for producers.

Therefore, in a policy environment directed towards moïe decoupled policies that
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involve more self reliance on the part of producers, the use of futures and options

may be an aiternative worth studying by government policy makers who are

attempting to manage revenue risk.
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CHAPTER 6

MAXIMUM ADMISSIBLE LOSS MODELLING: HEDGING UNDER

PRICE AND QUANTITY UNCERTAINTY

Introduction

Often the firms response to price risk and hedging are modeiled under one

of the following situations:l 1) ouçut price risk (Feder,Just, and schmitz;peck;

and Holthausen) ,2) quantity or production risk (Karp; Paroush and Wolf), 3)

basis risk (Batlin) or, 4) some combination of the previous three (Rolfo; Chavas

and Pope).z This study builds on this research by formulating an empirical model

for defining optimum.hedging levels for the firm which is exposed to revenue

risk, due to ouþut price risk and quantity risk.

The theoretical models for defining the firm's optimal hedge a priori have

usually followed a pattern of specifiiing a utility function for the firm to define

risk aversion. A mean-variance type analysis of firm profit is used as an

approximation of the utility function, which is maximized, and solved for the

optimal hedge level (Kahl; Chavas and Pope). As a departure from this approach,

Karp (1987) has formulated the optimal hedge as a stochastic control problem.

Flowever, the objective of this chapter is to present an alternative empirical

method for solving the optimal hedge problem under both price and quantity
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risk, using a maximum admissible loss (MAL) which maximizes ïevenue subject

to a maximum admissible revenue loss.

The MAL model maximizes ïevenue from the decision set available to the

fitm, but with a limit on the maximum admissible revenue loss acceptable from

the decisions taken by the firm, similar to the well known "safety first" strategy

of risk management. Since price risk along with quantity risk is often a common

risk faced by agricultural firms, this approach therefore examines the combination

of these two types of risk, or revenue risk, and extends traditional empirical

hedging models beyond only price risk, or only quantity risk. The MAL approach

permits risk to be defined in terms of revenue losses, which are easily calculated

in appiied settings, and therefore avoids the somewhat arbitrary selection of a risk

aversion parameter for the firm. For example, a firm may wish to restrict its

maximum admissible revenue losses to 20 cents per bushel of production, but

may not find this as efficient or as accurate to define this risk aversion in terms

of a non-monetary risk aversion parameter.

A MAL model is applied here to the optimat hedge problem where the

firm is faced with limiting its revenue risk, originating from both quantity and

price risk. The firm assumed here is a large first handler, such as a co-operative,

central selling agency, or agent representing the farmer for a commodity that has

a futures market. The firm's objective therefore is to maximize returns to its

members (farmers), similar to the traditional competitive firm maximizing profits.

The specific example used in this chapter is for wheat handled by the
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Canadian Wheat Board (CWB), which should provide an indication of the

potential of the MAL model for applications to the large traditional competitive

firm, since the CWB is the largest handler of wheat in Canada. However, this

hedging model can be applied to any firm facing price and quantity risk, subject

to maximum admissible losses, such as the Cotton Growers Cooperative or a

mutual fund facing an uncertain incoming flow of investment funds.

But, since the CWB acts as an agent for the farmer, it cannot directly

influence production decisions, in contrast to the way the traditional firm has

been modelled.s Also, the CWB must accept all member deliveries, and provide

an initial payment and a pooled final payment (paid after the CWB has in turn

sold the wheat), in contrast to how the firm as a processor has been modelled

(Tzang and Leuthold; Schnabel).a As well, the CWB must absorb losses from any

initial price made to the farmer, above the final setling price. This is because the

CWB cannot predetermine farmer deliveries, and so the CWB is exposed to

considerable price risk and quantity risk, resulting in revenue risk.s

Model Description

A two stage modelling process is used to examine if short hedging (selling

futures) based on a MAL model can reduce the Íevenue risk faced by the CWB

from producer deliveries of wheat. The first stage models the CWB's decision to

set the initial payment revenue, given the opportunity to hedge this revenue. To

do this, a MAL modei is specified to set the level of initial payment, and also
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determine the quantity to hedge, based on expected deliveries from producers.

The objective of the CWB is to maximize producer returns, so the MAL

model has an objective function which maximizes the expected producer returns

from a tonne of wheat delivered to the CWB. But, the decisions specified in the

objective function are constrained by limiting the maximum admissible losses

associated with those decisions. Also, constraints are specified to define the

relationships between the decision variables used in the MAL model. The initial

payment, final payment, and quantity hedged form the decision variables in the

MAL modei. These decision variables are solved as integers since they represent

a yes/no decision and their coefficients in the objective equation are based on

expected returns.

The risk associated with the decision variables in the objective function is

defined as the loss that would have occurred if these decisions had been followed

during a time period previous to the objective function. A multi year time period

is selected to evaluate risk because it represents both a long term approach to risk

management and yet captures the variability of markets. This time period is

chosen from data previous to this analysis, so results wiil be out of sample.

The second stage of the model measures the effectiveness of the MAL

model in the first stage by using decisions selected by the MAL, which include

setting the level of initial payment and quantity to hedge. The initial payment

decision is applied to the actual producer deliveries made to the CWB wheat pool,

and the resulting gain from selling futures is transferred to the pool account if it
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is facing a 1oss.6 These initial price and hedge decisions are then compared with

the historical CWB management of the wheat pool account to establish a bench

mark for measuring the effectiveness of the MAL model to hedge revenue risk.

Decision Rules and Variables

Obiective Equation

The first stage of the MAL model begins with the specification of the

objective equation which maximizes the expected revenue to producers from one

tonne of wheat delivered to the CWB and the ïevenue from short selling futures

(hedging). Expected revenues are based on an initial payment offered to

producers before the crop is produced and an expected final payment after the

crop is marketed by the CWB, similar to the current operation of the CWB.

The objective equation has three parts which are the decisions faced by the

CWB and include the decision to sell futures. The first is the initial payment

decision (l), which is an integer value 0 or 1 because it is a yes/no decision, and

has a coefficient value based on a percentage of the prevailing Chicago Board of

Trade (CBOT) December wheat futures in the spring (Value!). This is because

the CWB must decide on an initial payment to pay the producer based on the

world market it sells into, generally in spring before the crop is harvested or

marketed. The second part is a final payment decision (FPp), which is an integer

vaiue 0 or 1 because it is a yes/no decision. This final payment is payed out of

any surplus revenue beyond the initial payment after the CWB has marketed the
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grain and has an expected value (ValueFPo). The third part is the decision to sell

futures on a Percentage of expected deliveries (Ft), which is an integer value 0

or L because it is ayes/no decision, and has a coefficient value (Valuel{o) based

on an average of past hedge revenues per tonne of wheat deiivered to the board.

The objective equation of the MAL model is:

Max: =\ valueln*1, *E valueFprxFp,, *Ð varueHrxH, 61)
P=i p=i p=u

( This detetmines tlrc contribution, per tonne, to total reaenue front the lnitiøI Payment, Final pøyment,
and Short Selling Reaenue )

where : ValueI = expected Initial payment Revenue
VølueFP = expected Finat Payment Revenue
vølueH = expected short selling futures returns (hedge revenue)

I - the decision to follow the initial payment rule
FP = the corresponding final payment to the initial payment

rule I
H - the decision to follow the short hedging rule
p = the percentage rate in set increments
j = start of cash price range as a percentage value
k - end of cash price range as a percentage value
a = start of futures price range as a percentage vaiue
b - end of futures price range as a percentage value

The objective equation (6.1) states a range for each decision variable. The

range for the initial payment rule and corresponding final payment has been set

to accommodate a wide range of values. The short hedging decision explores a

wide range of aiternative quantities to be hedged, which allows the selection of

a hedge quantity less than the expected deliveries to the CWB, since the quantity

to be hedged is often less than production (peck).
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Initial Pavment llo)

The objective equation (6.1) generates an initial price in the MAL model,

with a decision rule for the CWB to follow when setting the initial payment. The

value of the initial payment decision rule (!) is a percentage of the April average

closing price of the CBOT December Wheat futures contract and is specified as:7

D (cF,.,, x ERate,.,,,) * li=l A
Valueln = p%o x (6.2)

( This determines the expected aalue of the initiøt pøyment (VaIueIr), for ø giuen initiøl price decision (Ir),
in the objectiae equation (6.1) )

where : ERate - Average Noon Spot Exchange Rate (Canadian dollars
per U.S. dollar)

CF = daily closing futures price on the cBor December
wheat contract

d - trading days in the month
i - date of trading day

m = calender month, Aprit
p = p€rc€ntage rate in set increments

Final Palzment (Fp)

The value of the expected final payment (ValueFPo) in the current year

must be estimated since it is a part of the CWB revenues to be maximized. For

each initial payment decision in the past there will be a final payment that will

result. The value of the expected final payment (ValueFPo) is estimated by taking

an average of past final payments during the period of the constraints. An

average over the time period of the constraints (x), described later, are used

because this period is also used to describe risk in the MAL model. The expected

final payment values (ValueFPo) in the objective equation are also discounted by

the prevailing riskless rate of return for one year at the time the initial payment
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is announced. The discount on the expected final payments is to reflect the delay

in getting the final seliing price to the producer. Therefore, the value of the

expected final payment (ValueFPo) is an average of previous possible final

payments, discounted by the current riskless interest rates, which is specified by:

VaIueFP^=O;"cxi (CWBFSI,,-Valuel,,)*1 63)
'r=rx

( This determines the expected Final Pøyment oalue (VaIueFr), linked to tlrc Initial pøyment, in the
objectiue equøtion (6.7) )

where : ValueFP = expected final payment
CWBFSP = the average final selling price received by producers for

wheat across all grades delivered to the CWB
Disc = average yield on 1 to 3 year Canada Savings Bonds for

the last week in April of the year of the objective
equation (6.1)

y = the years preceding the objective equation (6.1)
VaIueI = expected Initial Payment Revenue

r = number of years in the model constraints
p - percentage rate in set increments

Hedge Decision (HÐ

The expected futures selling revenue (ValueHp) from the decision to hedge,

which is an integer variable (Hp), in the objective equation of the MAL model

must be estimated since it is part of the total revenue being maximized by the

CWB. This analysis estimates the returns from short selling futures based on

three factors: First, the quantity of futures to sell is determined as a percentage

of expected producer deliveries (CWBDel.,,). Secondly, a futures price that

reflects market conditions in a given month is estimated by taking a volume

weighted monthly average futures price (FPW-), at the time futures are sold and
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bought back to complete the short sale. Thirdly, the period futures are short sold

over will affect the returns from short selling futures, and therefore alternative

selling periods are expiored to short sell futures over the time period expected to

maximize returns.

As mentioned above, the expected returns from selling futures (ValueHp)

in the objective equation (6.1), include the effects of the quantity of futures to sell,

futures price, and selling period explained below and is specified by:

varueH,, = f lr**xcwBDer",,,,,)x(Fpw,u, t- Fpw,,n)*n*) x==:-l"f 6 4)' ;i (' '" ' CWBDel, ) x

( This determines the cofficient aøIue for each of the hedging decisions (Hr), which are integers, in the
objectiae equation (6.1) )

where : ValueH = expected final payment
(FPW*,y - FPW,,,y)^"* = the returns from Fledge'o* based on (6.7) below
CWBDel,,, = estimated producer deliveries of wheat to the cwB

p = p€rcentage rate in set increments
FPW = monthly average futures ciosing price weighted by

trading volume
y = the years preceding the objective equation (6.1)

tn = calender month for opening the hedge, April or May
p = calender month for closing the hedge, November or

December

The expected returns from selling futures (ValueHp) depends on the

quantity of futures soid since it is the product of the expected price change over

the period futures are sold and the quantity sold. Therefore, the quantity of

futures sold in the MAL model aïe percentage of expected total deliveries of all

grades of wheat, in tonnes, made by producers to the cwB (CWBDel",,) and is

estimated by the OLS model:
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CWBDeI,", = o( + Þ rAverageProduction,_, * Þrplanting, + e, (6.5)

( This estintøtes the exVected producer deliueries of grain to the CWB )

where : CWBDel,,, = estimated producer deliveries of wheat to the CWB
Average Productioflt-l = the average wheat production for the CWB area in the

preceding 3 years, in tonnes
Planting, = the planting intentions foï wheat in the cwB area, in

the currentyeat, in acres

The estimate of deliveries to the CWB (CWBDe1",,) is used as a bench mark

on which to base hedging quantities. Previous research has indicated that the

optimal quantity to short hedge, when quantity is uncertain, may be less than

what is expected or estimated (Kahl). Also, Peck (1975) suggests that models of

hedging to stabilize revenues include some parameter allowing uncertainty

around production. Therefore, the decision variable to hedge (Ho) is broken

down into a percentage range over the percentage of expected producer deliveries

to be hedged.

The prices selected for setting and lifting the wheat hedge should reflect

market conditions and not be sensitive to any particular trading date. A

particular trading date may overstate or understate the price the hedge is set and

lifted and in turn distort the hedge returns. Therefore, a monthly average closing

price, weighted by daily trading volume (FPW*), is generated as:s

"v.
FPW,,, = | (CF,,,,, x ERate., *) x -- '' 

*-- (6.6)

'=r 8V,,,,,

( This estimøtes øn nuerage futures price for setting and lifting the short hedges )

where : FPW = monthly average futures closing price weighted by
trading volume
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cF = daily closing futures price on the cBor December
wheat contract

V - daily trading volume
ERøte - Average Noon Spot Exchange Rate (Canadian dollars

per U.S. dollar)
n = trading days in the month
i - date of trading day

m = calendar month

Four alternative short selling periods are explored, since in practice, hedges

may be set over alternative periods. These include selling futures in either April

or May and buying futures in either November or December to close out the

position. The short selling returns for each of the four alternative short selling

periods are averaged individually over the period of the constraints (x). The

choice of which short selling period to use in the objective equation (6.1) and

constraints, is the period that has the highest annual average returns (Hedge*"*)

of the alternative short selling periods and is defined as:

[. .l
Hedge^u* = Max 

Lp 
(FPW,,,,y - Fpw,.., " + ]

(6.7)

( This selects tlrc period to set ønd lift the hedge, from alternatiae hedging periods, based on the møximunt
historical hedgtng returns during one of the alternatiae lrcdging periods )

where : Hedge""' = maximum annual average returns from one of the
alternative short hedging periods and includes a
brokerage charge of $25 per futures contract

= calender month for opening the hedge, April or May
= calender month for closing the hedge, November or

December

ln

n

-L

U=

FPW = monthly average futures closing price weighted by
trading volume
number of years in the model constraints
the years preceding the objective equation (6.1)
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In the objective equation and constraints, the expected value of the short

selling returns begins with the selection of the short selling period to be used,

Fledge-u* (6'7). This time period defines the returns from short selling futures by

setting the selling and buying times for the futures. The range of estimated

producer deliveries, CWBDeI*, (6.5) specifies the quantity of futures to be short

sold, which defines the short selling decision in terms of revenues, i.e. price times

quantity' This futures selling revenue, ValueH (6.4), is then averaged over the

period of the constraints, for each quantity increment, to estimate the expected

value of short selling futures in the year of the objective equation. F{owever,

these average returns are also divided by the expected producer deliveries to the

CWB in the year of the objective equation to make the returns from seiling futures

consistent with the value maximized in the objective equation (6.1) of the MAL

model.

MAL Model Constraints

The constraints describe the risk associated with the decisions specified in

the objective function (6.1) as the losses that may have occurred in the x years

during the period of the constraints. The constraints during this time period

divide risk into two areas: the first for the wheat pool account and the second for

a separate futures hedging (short selling) account. The risk to the wheat pool

account is the risk of an initial payment above the final selling price of wheat.

The risk to the futures hedging account is the risk of losses on the futures short
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selling.

The risk for the initiai price rule ! with ValueÇ is:

f

Ð (cwBFSP,,-Valueln,r)"In+Y,>0 (6.8)
.Y=l

( This constraint sets the 
-Iez:el-of 

the initial price risk to the CWB, in reaenue per tonne, from a particulør
initiøI price rule follozued in the objectiae equation (6.1), during the period of the constíøints (x) )

where :CWBFSP = th-e average final selling price received by produceïs for
wheat across all grades delivered to the CWg

Valuel = expected Initial Payment Revenue
Í = number of years in the model constraints

A = the years preceding the objective equation (6.1)

Y = the loss associated with the initial price rule serected
p = percentage rate in set increments
I - the decision to follow the initial payment rule

There is no specification of risk for the final payment since it is linked to

the initial payment because a final payment is made as a result of an initial price

below the final selling price received by the CWB for the wheat. Therefore, the

model constraints specifies the direct reiationship between the initial payment

decisions (Ip) and the final payment decisions (Fpp), which are integers, as:

J

Ð Ir-FPn=g $.9)
-v =l

( This constrnint links the initial pøyment to tlrc final pøyment, so tlrcre can only be one finøI payntent for
eøch initial payment) )

where : I = the decision to follow the initial payment rure
p = percentage rate in set increments
x - number of years in the model constraints

FP = the corresponding final payment to the initial payment
rule I

y = the years preceding the objective equation (6.1)

By defining (6.9), the final payment (FPo) is iinked to a corresponding
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initial payment (Io), and the risk of no final payment becomes the risk of an initial

payment above what the CWB ultimately receives for the wheat.

The risk associated with the decision to short hedge (Ho) a percentage of

expected producer deliveries of wheat is described by the losses associated with

that decision during the period of the constraints (x) plus the amount the CWB

is willing to risk in the current year, or year of the objective equation. The losses

connected to hedging are specified in the model constraints as:

:( rl
Ð | 

fø 7oxCWBDrl",,,,)x(FPW,,,, t - FpW...,)*,*)x-l-* lx7^+7. 2 g (6.10)
*r 

[ 
' t't' '] rt'r'l CWBD* 

) 
'^,

( This defines the losses of each hedge decision followed during the period of the ntodel constraints )
where : CWBDelo,, = estimated producer deliveries of wheat to the CWB

(FPW,,,,y - FPW,,,y)^u' = the returns from Hedge*"" based on (6.7) below
Z - the loss associated with the futures hedge selected

Fplr = iffii,1i:ä"i;i,'l'ïiT['p,,." weighted by
trading volume

= the decision to foliow the short hedging rule
= number of years in the modei constraints

= the years preceding the objective equation (6.1)

= calender month for opening the hedge, April or May
= calender month for closing the hedge, November or

December

By defining the historicai losses with each hedge decision (Z), the

maximum admissible loss the CWB is willing to accept can be stated. Therefore,

the risk of short selling futures (RISK) is defined as the maximum admissible

revenue losses per tonne that the CWB is willing to risk on short hedging (Risk

Premium) in the current year and on past short selting losses. This amount is

H
x

v
m

n
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defined as:

x

RiskPremium + Y¿-r
r=l

Z>
.)

RlSK (6.1,7)

( This sets the leael of risk or plssible losses tlrc CWB (or firm) is zuilting to accept wlten deciding to hedge
(Hu) in the objectiae equation (6,1) )

where : Risk Premium = the amount the CWB is willing to risk on short
hedging

Z - the loss on the futures hedge selected
RISK = the cumulative losses on the futures hedge selected

plus a premium for the level of risk
y = the years preceding the objective equation (6.1)

r = number of years in the model constraints

Since the CWB is modelled as selling futures to hedge the initial wheat

price, the wheat pool and futures account are defined as separate accounts. Not

only does this allow for different risk levels for each account, but the futures

account is used to underwrite the initial price rule selected in the objective

equation (6.1), and its effect on the wheat pool account. Therefore, the balance

in the futures account will depend on the gains or losses from short seiling

futures and this is defined as:

x

Ð ValueHr,, * H, * S/, Sg., 2 0

( This constrrtint creøtes a futures account thøt can be ødded to by gøins front slrcrt selling or be used to
ffiet zaheat pool cash losses )

where : ValueH = expected short selling futures revenue (hedge revenue)
H = the decision to follow the short selling rule
p = percentage rate in set increments
y = the years preceding the objective equation (6.1)

r = number of years in the model constraints
S/ = the loss associated with the short selling decision

(6.12)
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Sg = the gain associated with the short selling decision

The years with gains from short selling are used to offset the years with

losses from short selling and underwrite the initial price rule (!) selected if it

results in a ioss for the CWB. Transfers of short selting gains between the futures

account and the wheat pool account are used to offset losses from a final selling

price that is beiow the initial price and are defined by:
x

E Sgr - tH,, + tP,, = O

(Tltis constraint permits-transfers from the futures account ueøted in (12) to ffiet losses on eitlrcr ftúuresselling or the wheøt pool )

where : tH = the transfer of selling futures gains to the futures
account

tP = the transfer of selling futures gains to the wheat pool
account

sg = the gain associated with the short hedge decision
y = the years preceding the objective equation (6.1)
x = number of years in the modei constraints

Also, the pool account cannot have a negative balance at the end of the

croP year and only transfers from the futures account are available to offset such

losses. This relationship is based on the principle that returns from short selling

should offset the losses on an initial payment above the final selling price and is

specified as:

(6.74)

(-This constrøint permits-the trønsfer of funds from the fiúures øccount to tlrc wlrcat pool to offset losses
ftom øn initiøl pøyment below the final selting price rec-eiaed by the CWB for the wheat )

Y - the loss on the initial payment rule selected

! = the years preceding the objective equation (6.1)

(6.73)

I

Ð Yr,-tPt<o
-),= I

where:
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tr = number of years in the model constraints
fP = transfers from the gains of hedging, or futures account,

to the pool account

From time to time a surplus may exist in the futures account when funds

from this account are not needed to offset losses from the initial payment or

hedging. Any surplus funds (SURPLUS) in the futures account should not be

used to subsidize the risk level in (6.77) in an attempt to provide a higher initial

payment in the current yeaÍ, but saved for future wheat pool deficits. Therefore,

the following constraint is specified:

I I

Ð s/, - Ð tH,,< -SURPLUS (6.1s)
l'=l

( This constraint nllows the gøins from seUing futures in preuious years to be used to ffiet losses frontselling futures in løter yeørs, while øIso not øJlowing the futures ielling gains from pieaious years t0
subsidize lüg1ær initial prices in the yeør of the objeciiae equøtion (6.1) )

where : SURPLUS = the annuai balance in the futures account
Sl = the loss associated with the decision to short sell

futures
tH = the transfer of hedging gains to the futures account
y = the years preceding the objective equation (6.1)
x = number of years in the model constraints

This compietes the specification of the MAL model to select the initial

payment and intended futures short selling position. The MAL model is used to

generate the initial wheat payment announced in the spring of the year, and to

enter into short selling futures if required. These actions are then applied to

producer deliveries made to the CWB to show the effect on the wheat pool

account, in the second stage of the model. The results of the second stage of the

model are then compared with historical CWB management of the wheat pool
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account for the crop years 1973/74 to 1990/91.

Results

The initial payment and corresponding final payment decisions were

defined over a range of possible values extending above (110%) and below (g0%)

the prevailing spring CBOT futures price, in increments of 5%. The variable Hp,

which is the decision to sell futures, or hedge, was broken down into a range

from 50'/. to 100% of expected deliveries (CWBDei",,), in increments of 5% to

permit selling futures in quantities of less than what is expected based on (6.5).e

The period of the constraints (x) was determined to be nine years, based on

optimizing fufures returns previous to the analysis, in order to give out of sample

results.

The MAL models' selection of initial payments and short hedge decisions,

along with the result of their impiementation, are shown in Tables 6.1 through

6.6. Even though short hedging could have begun in 7974, it was not until the

1983/84 crop year that short hedging was selected by the MAL models. This is

because of the low expected returns from hedging, based on the nine year average

of returns, before 1983. The format of the results in the tables follows the

modelling Process outlined, where initial prices and hedge positions are

estimated, and returns computed. In the tables showing the effectiveness of short

hedging, the historical CWB wheat pool account is included for comparison

because it forms the bench mark for measuring the performance of the MAL
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Table 6'1 Results of the Maximum Admissible Loss Model for the CWB \Arheat Pool based- on_$e Acceptable Loss of $lO/tonne on Hedging,

- 
$O/to*" o^ th" It itiul Puy*"tt *d Ritk D"r.ribud by th" 9 yuurc pruviou, to the objective Equation'.

Crop Year

1974/7s

197s/76
1976/77
7977 /78
1978/79
1979 /80
7980/87
7981,/82

1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
7985/86
7986/87
1987 /88
1988/89
7989 /90

Lritial Payment Decision

Percentage
of CBOT

fufures price

90

90

90

85

85

85

85

85

85

95

100

95

80

80

80

90

Initial Payment
"ValueIp"
($/tonne)

729.810

120.686

120.867

95.649

717.433

722.293

1.67.966

779.377

158.118

766.571

771.673

1.63.887

1.06.463

L07.360

123.256

163.643

'The results in this table are based on the Maximum Admissible Loss (MAL) model; ali dollar figures are in canadian funds; model description in Appendix A." " indicate variables in the MAL moder; variable description in Appeìdix A.
sources: The Canadian wheat Board Annual Report, 1gà5 /66 to töàg /so, The canadian wheat Boarrt, Chicago Board of rrade statistical Annual, 1g65 to 1gg0,

:fft"hi,iåîiîi'åäî* 
*400' various issues, Bank of Canada Review, Canada Grains Indusrry: statisticaiHandbook, Canada Grains Councii, various iss,res,

Expected Final
Payment Decision

Final Payment
"ValueFPp"
($/tonne)

77.835

79.474

20.306

23.957

25.089

27.764

32.596

36.085

35.042
14.873

7.793

15.848

38.370

36.773

34.463

17.634

percent hedged
"Hp"

Quantity Hedge Decision

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

55

60

60

60

60

70

65

quantity hedged
"CWBDel",,*p7o"

(tonnes)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

73,099,335

72,724,779

10,831,563

77,797,991.

8,797,297

7,074,237

70,695,070
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Table 6'2 The Effectiveness of Hedging the CWB Wheat Pool based on the Maximum Acceptable Loss of $i.O/tonne on Hedging, $g/tonne onthe Initial Payment and Risk Described by the Previous 9 years. All Prices neflect Average Retums to producers for AII Grades of\¡Vheat received by the CWB.

Crop
Year

1974/7s

1975/76
7976/77
1977 /78
1978/79
7979 /80
1e80/87
1987/82
7982/83
1983/84
7984/85
198s/86
1986/87
1987 /88
1988/89
7989 /90
7990/97
Total

Initial
Payment

($/tonne)

Historical CWB Actions

727.71

135.89

108.63

706.74

124.75

150.90

790.07

177.99

766.96

766.09

1.68.1,6

145.90

115.90

772.72

1.67.22

L57.96

127.27

Final Pool Account
Payment ($)

($/tonne)

30.10

7.47

8.16

8.04

29.84

37.03

24.67

26.44

16.52

24.29

18.90

0.00

0.44

16.26

i8.81
12.48

0.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-22,994,777

0

0

0

0

-743,944,520

-766,939,297

Initial
Payment

($/tonne)

various issues' Bank of ca¡ada Review, canada Grains Industry: statistical Handbook, canada Grains council, various issues, and calculations by author.u Includes t¡ansfers from the fr¡tures account.
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729.82

720.69

720.87

95.65

177.43

722.29

1.61.97

779.38

758.72

766.57

771.67

1.63.89

1.06.46

707.36

123.26

763.64

745.73

Final
Payment

($/tonne)

MAL Hedging Model Results

27.99

22.67

0.00

18.53

37.1.6

65.64

52.77

19.05

25.36

23.87

75.45

0.00

9.88

21.62

62.77

6.8

0.00

Pool Account
($)

0

U

-59,510,390"

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-742,467,943

0

0

0

0

-406,634,903^

Transfer to
Pooi from
Hedging ($)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

,024,693
0

0

0

0

,503,797

Futures
Account
Balance ($)

0

0

0
n

0

0

0

0

0

223,997,990

267,629,434

0

-725,099,777
-123,571,971

-338,196,550

-222,597,055

-222,597,055

Futures
Selling

Returns (g)

221

-608,613,126

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

223,997,990

37,740,544
-40,603,741.

-125,099,777

1,,526,306

-21,4,674,739

775,599,495

__699,503,ß?_
697,940,935



Table 6.3 Results of the Maximum Admissible Loss Model for
$O/tonne on the l¡ritial Payment and Risk Described

Crop Year

1974/7s

1,97s /76
1976/77
7977 /78
1978/79
7979 /80
7980/87
1981,/82

1982/83
1983/84
1984/8s
198s/86
1986/87
1987 /88
1988/89
1989 /90
7990/97

Initial Payment Decision

Percentage
of CBOT

futures price

90

90

90

85

85

85

85

85

85

95

100

100

80

80

80

95

95

kLitial Payment
"Valuelp"
($/torure)

the CWB \¡vheat Pool based. on_$e Acceptabre Loss of $2Oltonne on Hedging,
by the 9 years Previous to the Objective Èquation..

729.81,0

720.686

720.867

95.649

717.433

722.293

761.966

779.377

158.118

766.577

777.613

172.513

1.06.463

107.360

123.256

172.734

145.729

'The results in this table are based on the Maximum Admissible Loss (MAL) model; all dollar figures are in Canadian funds; model description in Appendix A." " indicate variables in the MAL model; variable description in Appendix A.
sources: The Canadian wheat Board Annual Report, 1965 / 66 to D:8g /so, The Canadian wheat Board, Chicago Board of rrade statistical Annual, 196s to 7990,spot Exchange Rate, Account #3400, various issues, Bank of Canada Review, canada Grains Industry: statisticaiHandbook, Canada Grains Council, various issues,and calculations by author.
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Expected Final
Payment Decision

Final Payment
"ValueFPp"
($/tonne)

77.835

19.474

20.306

23.957

25.089

27.764

32.596

36.085

35.042

74.873

7.793

8.450

38.370

36.773

34.463

9.986

5.886

percent hedged
"Hp"

Quantity Hedge Decision

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

65

75

75

75

75

95

85

95

quantity hedged
"CWBDel",,þ%"

(tonnes)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

75,487,035

75,755,973

13,539,454

74,734,963

70,989,727

9,519,322

73,972,794

79,654,370



Table 6'4 The Effectiveness of Hedging the CWB \¡Vheat Pool based on the Maximum Acceptable Loss of $2Oltonne on Hedging, gg,/tonne onthe i:ritial Payment and Risk Described by the Previous 9 years. All prices Reflect Average R"hffiî;ä:Jri:; Alt Grades ofWheat received by the CWB.

Crop
Year

1974/75

7975/76
7976/77
7977 /78
7978/79
1979 / 80

1980/8L

1981/82
7982/83
1983/84
7984/85
7985/86
7986/87
1987 /88
7e88/89
198e /90
1990/91
Total

Initial
Payment

($/tonne)

Historical CWB Actions

127.77

135.89

108.63

706.14

124.75

150.90

790.07

177.99

766.96

766.09

1.68.76

145.90

115.90

712.72

L67.22

157.96

727.27

Final Pool Account
Payment ($)

($/tonne)

30.10

7.47

8.1,6

8.04

29.84

37.03

24.67
26.44

1.6.52

24.29

18.90

0.00

0.44

1.6.26

18.81

t2.48
0.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-22,994,777

0

0

0

0

-743,944,520

Initial
Payment

($/tonne)

sources: The canadian wheat Board Annual Report, 1965/66 to7989/90,The canadian wheat Board, chicago Board of rrade statisfical Annual, r96s to l990,spot Exchange Rate,
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729.82

720.69

120.87

95.65

717.43

122.29

761".97

779.38

1.58.12

766.57

177.67

172.57

706.46

707.36

123.26

172.73

145.73

Final
Payment

($/tonne)

MAL Hedging Model Results

Pool Account
($)

27.99

22.67

0.00

18.53

37.16

65.64

52.77

19.05

25.36

23.81,

15.45

0.00

9.88

27.62

62.77

0.00

0.00

0

0

,510,390"
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

782,932

0

0

0

0

Transfer to
Pool from
Hedging (g)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

261,075,793

0

0

0

38,229,372

949,325,725

Futures
Account
Balance (g)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

264,594,779

377,770,459

0

-756,372,645

-754,464,763

-445,727,623

-332,797,364
-332,797,364

-)L)

Futures
Selling

Returns (g)

-1,56,912,275

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

264,594,779

47,175,690
-50,754,676

-756,372,645

7,907,992
-297,262,960

157,769,577

949,325,725



Table 6'5 Results of the Maximum Admissible Loss Model for the CWB \Alheat Pool based- on the Acceptable Loss of $3o/tonne on Hedging,
$0/tonne on the Initial Payment and Risk Described by the 9 years Previous to the Obiective Esuation..

Crop Year

7974/75

197s/76
1976/77
1977 /78
1978/79
1979 / 80

1980/81
7981/82
7982/83
1983/84
1984/85
198s/86
1986/87
7987 /88
1988/8e
1989 /90
1990/91.

Lritial Payment Decision

Percentage
of CBOT

futures price

90

90

90

85

85

85

85

85

85

95

100

100

80

80

80

95

95

Lritial Payment
"Valuelp"
($/tonne)

129.870

120.686

720.867

95.649

777.433

122.293

767.966

779.377

158.118

766.577

171.613

172.513

106.463

707.360

723.256

772.734

1.45.729

. 
The results in this table are based on the Maximum Admissible Loss (MAL) model; all dollar figures are in Canadian funds; model description in Appendix A." " indicate variables in the MAL model; variable description in Appendix A.

sources:Thecanadianl¡vheatBoardAnnualReport, 19à5/66toDag/so,TheCanadianwheatBoard,ChicagoBoardof rradestatisticalAnnual, \96sto1990,Spot Exchange Rate, Account #3400, various issues, Bank of Canada Review, Canada Grains Industry: StatisticaiHandbook, Canada Grains Council, various issues,and calculations by author.
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Expected Final
Payment Decision

Final Payment
"ValueFPp"
($/tonne¡

77.835

19.474

20.306

23.951

25.089

27.764

32.s96

36.085

35.042

74.813

7.793

8.450

38.370

36.773

34.463

9.986

s.886

percent hedged
"Hp"

Quantity Hedge Decision

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

75

90

90

90

90

100

100

100

quantity hedged
"C\4IBDel",,*p7o"

(tonnes)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17,862,730

78,787,169

76,247,345

77,691,936

13,796,945

10,020,339

76,439,569

20,699,977



Table 6'6 The Effectiveness of Hedging the CWB \A/heat Pool based on the Maximum Acceptable Loss of $30/tonne on Hedging, gg/tonne onthe Initial Payment and Risk Described by the Previous 9 years. All Prices Refleci Average Returns to producers for All Grades ofWheat Received bv the CWB.

Crop Initial
Year Payment

($/tonne)

7974/7s

7975/76
1976/77
1977 /78
1978/79
7979 /80
7980/87
1987/82
7982/83
7983/84
7984/85
798s/86
7986/87
7987 /88
7988/89
1,989 /90
7990/91-

Historical CWB Actions

Final Pool Account
Payment ($)

($/tonne)

727.77

135.89

108.63

106.14

724.75

150.90

790.07

177.99

166.96

166.09

1.68.1,6

145.90

115.90

712.72

767.22

757.96

727.27

30.10

7.47

8.76

8.04

29.84

37.03

24.67

26.44

1.6.52

)¿- )o

18.90

0.00

0.44

1.6.26

18.81

12.48

0.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-22,994,777

0

0

0

0

-743,944,520

Initial
Payment

($/tonne¡

sources:ThecanadianwheatBoardA¡nualReport,1965/66to1'989/90,TheCanadianwheatBoard,ChicagoBoardofrradestatisticalAnnual,7g65torggL,spotExchangeRate,
Account -SilliJÍ"*ll;:ä,ï,rr:iiåt;il:$"ri:Ji"J: canada Grains Industry: statistical Handbook, Canaãa Grains council, r,arious issues, and calcularions by aurhor.
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729.82

720.69

720.87

95.65

7r7.43

722.29

1,61.97

779.38

758.72

166.57

777.61

772.51

706.46

707.36

723.26

172.73

745.73

Final
Payment

($/tonne)

MAL Hedging Model Results

27.99

22.67

0.00

18.53

37.76

65.64

52.77

19.05

25.36

23.87

15.45

0.00

9.88

21.62

62.77

0.00

0.00

Pool Account
($)

00
00

-59,510,390" 0
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

-202,791,942 301,,006,g73

00
00
00
0 39,229,372

-706,947,740" 999,290,260
-766,939,297

Transfer to
Pool from
Hedging ($)

Futures
Account
Balance ($)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
n

305,307,669

367,912,494

0

-797,647,775

-785,357,717

-497,950,20r
352,333,736

-352,333,736

Futures
Selling

Returns ($)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

305,301,669

56,670,976
-60,905,677

-187,647,775

2,299,459
-306,592,494

777,945,377

999,290,260

986,192,309



hedging model.

Since the MAL model does not expiicitly state the optimum level of risk

for the CWB, a range of maximum admissible losses were explored. This range

included the specification of MAL models which allowed a maximum admissible

revenue loss on futures selling of $lO/tonne (Table 6.1), fi20/tonne (Table 6.3),

and $3O/tonne (Tabie 6.5). Also, since selling futures may be an alternative to the

government covering losses on the initial payment, atl MAL models set the risk

of loss on the initiai payment to zero.

The results of this study show that when futures were sold by the MAL

model to underwrite the initial payment (19g9/g4 to 1990/91), the MAL models

generated initial payments (Tables 6.7, 6.3, and 6.5) above those historically

offered by the CWB (Tables 6.2,6.4, and 6.6). Also, the losses from an initial price

above the final selling price and futures selling were less than the historical losses

faced by the CWB on the wheat pool. But, in all three MAL cases of selling

futures by the CWB, large losses on the initiai wheat payment occurred during

the 1985/86 crop year. These losses were not offset by futures returns as

expected, since the futures did not move down with world prices received by the

CWB. For example, during the 1985/86 crop year, the futures price increased by

fi3'\7/torne for the April to December short selling period used by the MAL

models and the export price offered by the CWB declined approximately

fi26/tonne during this period. An explanation of this may be the adverse basis

adjustment created by the introduction of the Export Enhancement Program (EEp)
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in the United States.lo

Short selling futures returns for the $1O/tonne MAL, $2g/tonne MAL, and

$30/tonne were 697,915, and 986 million dollars, respectively (Tables 6.2,6.4, and

6.6). Also, short selling returns were sufficient to under write most of the losses

from the initial price set by the MAL models shown in tables 6.I,6.g,and 6.5. For

example, the large losses to the wheat pool would have been redu ced from fi744

million without hedging to $4S9 million under tine fiZ}/tonne MAL hedging

model shown in TabIe 6.2. This evidence of profitably hedging the initial

payment shows the potential for the CWB using the private risk markets in a

similar fashion to other large grain marketing companies. Also, the results from

the account totals of Tables 6.2, 6.4, and 6.6, show substantial differences in total

pool account losses that includes short selling futures, which suggests that the

MAL approach is relatively sensitive, and adaptive, to risk levels defined in terms

of admissibie revenue losses per tonne. However, short hedging was less

successful during the period when cash price was distorted in relation to futures,

but the models could be improved by attempting to capture more timely

information, such as the sale agreements made by the CWB.

The CWB's overall return in relation to risk on the wheat pool did not

substantially worsen under short hedging, even though returns were higher under

hedging, as shown in Table 6.7. For example, the $20ltorure admissible loss MAL

model produced a higher wheat pool return than the historical case, yet had

almost an identical level of risk, as measured by the Sharpe ratio.l1 This return
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Table 6'7 sharpe 
Tffi:: 

for the \^rheat Pool Account under the CWB and the MAL Model Hedge scenarios, based on the period 1983 to

Sharpe Ratio: 4.682 4.893

'The sharpe Ratio is the net annual average of the pool account divided by the standard deviation. Higher numbers represent higher returns in relationto risk' To calculate the sharpe Ratio and make it ãescribe the risk of losÁes from-the initial payment ãnd futures short selling, adjustments were madeto the annual pool account values, under both the management of the cwB and the hedginf models. The an¡rual pool account values under the cwBwere adjusted by subtracting the losses on the initial payrient from the re.turns received by-prãdrcers. The annual pJol account values under the hedgingmodels were similarly adjusted to reflect the risk of lorre, from an initial payment aboíË the final selling price and short selling futures. The annualsurplus gains from short selÌing futures was only applied to losses on the pool-account and not distribLrtedÏo producers. Any losses on the pool account,that were not covered by short selling futures, *u." rìbtru.ted from the retumsreceived by producers. By adjusting the arurual pool account values underthe hedging models in the manner described, the sharpe Ratio should describe tn" rruríufitity and thérefore thJrisk of hedging the initial price withreturns from a seParate futures account' Also, the adjuÀtments made to the annual pool accorínt values should make the sharpe Ratio measurement ofrisk comparable belween the cwB and hedging modál pool account values. The period used was f¡om 19g3 to 1990 because these were the years all theMAL models used in this study actively shórtiold futù¡es.

Actual CWB Actions

$L0/tonne admissible loss
on futures short selling

MAL Hedging Model Results

$Z0ltonne admissible loss
on futures short selling

4.688

$3O/torure admissible loss
on futures short selling

4.599
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to risk ratio may have been improved for the MAL models had they used a more

advanced hedging rule, or more current information that accounted for the world

cash price being distorted in relation to the futures because of the EEp. Also, the

MAL models used here do not capture any proprietary information which the

firm could use, if it were constructing the model.

Conclusion

The Maximum Admissible Loss (MAL) model used here is a first attempt

to formulate the optimal hedging decision for the firm by modelling revenue risk,

which accounts for price and quantity variation, rather than only price variation,

subject to admissible futures revenue losses. The MAL model is used for forward

price hedging and by design is adaptive, and will allow the user to incorporate

more advanced hedging rules for more accurate price and quantity expectations

for the firm. Also, this approach allows the researcher or firm to select the risk

aversion parameter, quoted in terms of revenue loss rather than utility, that

results in the preferred distribution of revenue.

Results for the example firm used here, the Canadian Wheat Board (CWB),

suggest that this approach was successful in setting hedges for the firm that

wouid offset revenue iosses. with the exception of the rggi /86 crop year, and

the introduction of export subsidies, the resuits of this study support the

maximum admissible loss approach of using hedging (futures short selling) to

offset pool account losses for the CWB.
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The MAL model results provided higher initial payments for producers in

five out of the eight years that the CWB would have hedged based on the MAL

models. The management that included short selling futures, specified by the

MAL models, resulted futures selling gains and substantially smaller wheat pool

account deficits than the deficit under historical CWB management that did not

include futures selling. Also, the Sharpe Ratio, which is defined as the mean

divided by standard deviation, showed that while wheat pool returns increased

substantially, risk levels (return variability) to the pool would not have increased

had futures been short sold.

Ffowever, the CWB's use of futures may be limited by the setting of large

hedge positions, which may temporally move the market down. This may reduce

the gains from short selling, similar to the problem faced by large commodity

funds who are taking large positions in the futures market. A possible strategy

to overcome this limitation may be to hedge more than once a year and also on

other exchanges, such as the Kansas City and Minneapoiis futures exchanges, and

also hedging with put options on the CBOT.

Applications of the MAL modei for the firm are not limited to the type of

firm used as an example in this study. Extensions of this could include co-

operatives, grain marketing firms, and even goveïnments who wish to hedge

commodity revenue supports. In general, the MAL model could be applied to

any firm that is faced with price and quantity uncertainty on either outputs or

inputs, or both, where a futures market exists for the commodity in question.
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Also, applications outside of agriculture could also use the MAL approach. For

example, mutual funds faced with an uncertain flow of incoming investment

funds could consider the MAL approach in defining the optimal hedge to hedge

these incoming funds. In summary, this study provides an alternative method for

solving the optimal hedge problem for the firm faced with both price and

quantity uncertainty, which wants to limit its losses to maximum admissible

amounts. Also, this method does not require risk aversion to be specified in

utility terms, but rather only in doilar terms.

A hedging rule which better captures the variability of the market and

places more weight on recent information may improve the MAL model,s ability

to select more opportune hedges for the firm. This could include the apptication

of technical trading strategies, such as trend following systems, within the short

hedge framework, similar to the trading systems which some commodity funds

and large grain marketing companies currently use. While this chapter is only a

first attempt at maximum admissible loss models for firm hedging under ouþut

price and quantity uncertainty, it does establish a new method for developing

more advanced applications.
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End Notes

t Risk here is defined as the difference between what was expected by the firm
and what actually occurred, as opposed to the simple variance of what did occur.

2 This would also include contract lumpiness, difference in grades, and a maturity
date not coinciding with delivery.

3 The traditional competitive firm in this papeï would be modelled with a profit
function dependant on the level of produótión. Therefore, the firm would be able
to alter production in response to á hedged price and reduce a major portion of
the quantity uncertainty or risk.

a Since the CWB's sales are relatively constant throughout the yeaÍ, and it pools
its sales, the returns to farmers are averaged or "hedged" in a'sense. Thdis in
contrast to the case if farmers sold wheat individually and only once or twice a
year. Therefore, historical CWB returns are already "hedgeâ" through price
pooling, so hedging cash grain on hand maybe of limited inlerest. However, it
is a forward selling hedge that is examined here, where futures are sold before
the wheat is plante_d_to hedge the price of wheat. A forward selling hedge is
used because the CWB faces considìrable risk on the Initial Paymeni whiãh is
announced well before the final seiling price is known.

5 The Federal Government has covered CWB losses in the past, but due to budget
restrictions, and the implications of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Traáe,
it is unlikely to in the future.

6 In general, the CWB has created pooi accounts for each grain under its controlfro| which it_buys and selis farmers grain. The pool u..oîr,t is closed annually
and any- surplus is distributed to farmers based on their deliveries to the pooi
during the year in question.

t The CBOT December wheat contract is used for the following reasons: First, the
CBOT wheat futures is more representative of the world marÈet which the CWB
sells into than the Canadian Wheat futures market, which is for a feed wheat.
Secondly, the volume of trade on the CBOT wheat contracts provides a higher
degree-of tiqui{1tf as opposed to the Kansas City and Minneapolis contracts, for
example' Thirdly, the December month is used because it is aciively traded in the
spring of the year as opposed to more distant delivery contract months, which
may not be as actively traded. Fourthly, the December contract covers the time
period required by the short selling approach used in this analysis.

I Included in the futures price is a $25 per contract fee to cover brokerage
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commissions, administration costs, and margin interest.

e Traditional hedging literature assumes quantity to be hedged is certain and
constant. Ffowever, this study also takès into account tÉe uncertainty of
production from-year to year, so- quantig to be hedged (percent hedgeá) is
generally lower than it would be foi the côrtain quantiiy caËe. Also, since this
9tudy accounts for production uncertainty, the q.tu.,tity of frrtrrr", to sáil (percent
hedged) is allowed to vary from year to year. This is in contrast to traditional
methods of restricting the amount to be hedged to a constant, which assumes a
constant hedge ratio from year to year, due toãssuming certain production levels.

10 The EEP was announced in the fall of 1985 and provided payments to
individual exporters to encoulage ex¡9-rts_ of grains covered by the þrágru-. L:r

\g9?,lhesj palments averaged fi22.75 (U.S.) pãr tonne for wheat (AËkerman and
Smith). This likely-was responsible for púshing up prices on the December
futures contract in relation to ihe world cash price ãr,¿ r"*oving any short selling
gains that would have existed in the absence of the EEP. Àtro, payments to
e_xporters from the EEP varied from a low of grr.76 to a high or ggg.bs'per tonne
_during the period 1985 to 1989, adding to the widening baãis between the CBOT
Wheat futures market and CWB sales.

The market distortion or widening basis caused by the introduction of the
EEP did level off somewhat and the futures returns returned to normal after 19g5.
The- losses and gains on selling futures after 1985 did not exceed previous levels
in the period of this investigation. F{owever, if the EEP was sudäenly removed
and not replaced, the basis between the world cash and CBOT futures would
likely narÍow, and short hedging for the CWB should be profitable, just as it was
unprofitable when export subsidies were introduce¿ in lgss.

tt fr| Sharpe Ratio used in this analysis is defined as the mean divided by the
standard deviation, as in Schwager (I9g4).
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY

Aggregate Stabilization

The five studies in this analysis are

and options as an alternative to traditional

They also contain the most thorough

government transfers to farmers.

the first to examine the use of futures

western Canadian agricuitural policy.

and complete data set to date on

The first study, concerning the effectiveness of agricultural policies for

stabilizing annual aggregate gross revenues in the grain sector, used data from

1977 to 1990. The major explicit and impticit transfers from agricultural policies

were documented and compared with market revenues using the mean, standard

deviation, and coefficient of variation.

Resuits showed that past agricuitural policies increased producer grain

revenues but did not decrease the variability of those revenues. In particular,

policy transfers were found to be positively correlated with market revenues in

contrast to negative correlation which is required for policy transfers to stabilize

revenues.

Policy transfers based on production, such as transportation, were found

to destabilize graín revenues because proportionally more of the benefit was
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received during

revenues. Since

periods of high

policy transfers

production and periods

were accounted for on a

of relatively higher

cash flow basis, the

results highlighted a need for policy transfers to be timely if they are to stabilize

revenues. Also, analysis showed that agricultural policy benefits must be

coordinated so the stabilizationbenefit of one program does not offset the benefit

of another.

Futures and Put options for Aggregate Revenue stabilization

The second study analyzedcommodity futures and put options as a market

alternative to past agricultural poiicies for stabili ztng aggregate gïoss revenues.

Futures short seliing and put options buying strategies were developed based on

alternative time periods over the growing season. Put option values were

caicuiated from actual futures prices using Black's Option Valuation model. The

returns from the alternative futures and put options strategies were used to create

a range of the effectiveness of futures and options to stabilize revenues. The

worst of this range for short selling futures and buying put options still exceeded

the ability of the government policies to stabilize revenues.

As a comprehensive approach to stabilizing aggregate grain revenues, crop

insurance was considered in the analysis. Crop insurance was found to improve

revenue stabiiity when combined with futures and options. Overall, stabilization

results were comparabie between futures and put options hedging. One of the

main reasons futures and options provide better stability than government
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Programs is that payments are made immediately when the commodity market

position is liquidated. This is in contrast to government payments which may

take a year or more to reach the farmer.

Futures and Put Options for Individual Farm Revenue Stabilization

The second study analyzed futures and options for ïevenue stabilization

on the individual farm level, based on how a producer wouid likely hedge

expected production over the growing season. Typical farms were created in

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta to represent both farm level effects, and

provincial differences in yields and policy transfers. Results showed that futures

and options stabilized expected revenues more than government transfers.

Expected grain revenues were defined in the analysis as historical yields

muitiplied by the three month average prices prevailing before spring planting.

The effectiveness of futures and put options to stabilize short run revenues was

also improved by including crop insurance.

The fypical Saskatchewan farm had revenues stabilized the most from past

government policies, while the typical Alberta farm benefitted the least. In

contrast, the typicai Alberta farm had revenues stabilized the most by futures and

options, while the fypical Saskatchewan farm had revenues stabilized the least.

Overall, futures and put options were more effective in stabilizing individual farm

revenue risk than were past policy transfers.
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Futures Hedging under Price and euantity uncertainty

Often firms acting as first handlers of agricultural production, such as the

Canadian Wheat Board (CWB), are exposed to both price and quantity risk. This

in turn means that farmers are also exposed to this risk. A Maximum Admissible

Loss (MAL) model was formulated to reduce the revenue risk surrounding the

initial payment on wheat. The MAL model maximizes revenue from the decision

set available to the firm, but places a limit on the maximum admissible revenue

loss acceptable from the decisions taken by the firm. Results for the CWB suggest

that the MAL model was successful in setting hedges that would offset revenue

losses. In particular, results showed that with the exception the 1985-g6 crop

yeat' the MAL model would have set futures hedges that would have reduced the

wheat pool account losses realized by the CWB. Also, the MAL model set higher

initial payments for producers in five out of eight years. The Sharpe Ratio,

computed as the mean divided by the standard deviation, showed that the wheat

pool account's risk levels would not have increased with futures hedging.

Therefore, the MAL model suggests that hedging with futures can at least

partially offset the revenue risk or variability of the wheat pool account.

Limitations of the Study

One possible limitation of this study is that it examined what happened in

the past, and this may not necessarily be what will happen in the future. In other

words, the yields, prices, and corresponding model results may not necessarily
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be repeated in the future. However, due to price cycles and other economic

behaviour which tend to repeat, resuits here are likeiy a reasonable indicator of

future results.

A second limitation is that the anaiysis only considered revenue

stabllization and not revenue enhancement, which is an integral part of farm

Programs. Therefore, the analysis assumed that futures and options could be

used to stabllize revenues and any short-fall in revenues could be made up by

agricultural policy transfers. A more accurate analysis of the effectiveness of

fufures and options to replace past agricultural policies could consider the net

cost of providing both revenue enhancement and revenue stabilization.

Finaliy, the effects of large increases in futures and options volumes on

market prices were not explicitly considered in the analysis. Therefore, resuits of

the analysis may slightly underestimate the effectiveness of futures and options

to stabilize revenues since large hedging positions may temporarily move the

market down before the hedges could be fully set.

Suggestions for Future Research

This study found that futures and put options were effective in stabilizing

past grain revenues. However, future research should moïe thoroughly examine

the effectiveness of futures and options to stabilize revenue under uncertainty.

In particular, this would include the study of futures and options hedging

decisions under alternative risk preference functions.
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For the Canadian wheat Board, futures and options hedging decisions

should consider more advanced hedging strategies than those explored in this

study. Models of firm hedging decisions under price and quantity risk should

allow for continuous updating of positions (cash, futures, and options) in

resPonse to new information. Aiso, future research of the firm's hedging

decisions under price and quantity uncertainty should consider alternative

specifications for risk since the firm's actual risk preference is not known.

This study showed that futures and options hedging could more effectively

stabiiize anrtual farm revenues than past agricultural policy. However, large

volumes of futures and options would have been required to hedge like this, and

may have influenced the results of the analysis. Therefore, future research should

consider the relationship between large hedge positions and market prices.
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APPENDIX A.

THE METHOD USED TO CALCULATE EXPECTED AND REALIZED

REVENUES FOR THE TYPICAL FARM IN WESTERN CANADA

The cropping patterns of the typical farms match the provincial profile of

production for the six major crops used in this study. This means that the typical

farms will plant the same proportion of the six major crops as the total of all

farms in the province. This assumes that the typical farms possess the provincial

"average" decision of what crop to produce and how many ïesources to devote

to it.

The yields realized on the typical farms are the yields for centrally located

crop districts in each province. The use of actual yields is critical to the analysis,

since many of the government programs are based on events surrounding yields.

Also, to more accurately reflect the variability of yields on a typical farm, specific

yield areas were assigned to each farm rather than provincial averages. The yield

areas include crop district 7 for Manitoba, crop districts 6A & 6B for

Saskatchewan, and census division 8 for Alberta.

The assignment of specific crop areas to each of the typical farms may not

necessarily rePresent all farms in each of the provinces. However, each farm

required a unique yieid distribution in order to maintain an individual yield
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variation rePresentative of what may have happened as opposed to using yietd

distributions based on larger sample sizes with less variation. Therefore, the use

of yield distributions from areas within the provinces are necessary to maintain

the focus of this analysis at the farm level.

Expected gross grain revenues are calculated in the same way for each

typical farm. The expected revenue in any given year is the product of expected

price and expected production in the spring of the yeat. Expected prices for

batley, oats, flaxseed, canola and tye, are the three month average cash prices for

each of these grains beginning in January for the current year. The expected price

for wheat, since it falls under the CWB, is the prevaiiing initial payment plus any

finai payment received in the current year. This approach to expected prices

assumes the producer considers only recent price information as relevant in

formulating expected revenues.

The approach to formulating expected production attempts to capture the

provincial average seeding decision yet maintain a yield distribution that could

be expected on a typical farm. Expected production on each of the typical farms

is the five year average of yield multiplied by the seeded acreage for each crop.

The five year average yields for each of the six major crops are specific to the

crop districts that the typical farms are located in. The seeded acreage for each

of the crops in any given year matches the provincial distribution of the six major

crops in that year.

The realized gross grain revenues received by the typicat farms in any
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given year of the anaiysis attempts to reflect the actual gross revenues received

by farms of the size and location studied here. To do this, realized revenues for

the typical farms is the product of actual farm gate prices, and realized yields

based on the crop area in which the typical farms are located , and.seeded acreage

of the six crops.
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APPENDIX B.

VALUING OPTION PREMIUMS ON THE SIX MAIOR CROPS IN

WESTERN CANADA USING BLACK'S OPTION VALUATION MODEL.

To estimate option premiums with Black's Model, five basic pieces of

information are needed to determine the value of the option, which include:

1). Futures price

2). Strike price

3). Interest rate

4). Annualized volatility

5). Time to expiration

The futures price used is the corresponding futures price at which the put

option is purchased to set the hedge and is sold to lift the hedge. As in the case

of futures hedging in this analysis, two alternative hedge periods are considered

to provide an indication of the variability of the effectiveness of a put option short

hedge to stabilize producer revenues. Strike prices for options on futures are

acfually set by exchanges as a "band" around market prices, in increments.

Therefore, the increment scaie adopted for strike prices in this study are similar

to options currently traded in the United States. Strike prices on oilseeds, which

include canola and flaxseed, are set in $10/tonne increments and the cereal grains,
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which includes rye,barley, oats, and wheat, are set in $S/tonne increments. The

strike price selected in this study is the closest increment to the futures price on

the date the option value is estimated. For exampie, the strike price selected for

flaxseed on the first trading day in May would be fi360/tonne, if the futures price

on this date was $363.50/toru:re (based on the December contract). Also, the strike

price when the hedge is lifted, on the first trading day in November, will

correspond to the strike price established when the hedge was set.

Interest rates used in the Black's model for this study are the prevailing

Government of Canada short-term bond rates at the time the option values are

estimated. These rates are used because they have no default risk, and cover the

time period of the short hedge used. Price volatility in Black's model represents

the price volatility of the underlying asset, a futures contract in this case. Price

volatility is calculated by using annualized volatility, which is based on the

variance of the price for the futures contract underiying the option. This price

variance is standardized around the price variance of the futures contract to

twenty five trading days immediately preceding the date the option premium is

estimated for.

The time to expiration is the number of days between when the option is

purchased, until when the option expires. In this study, the days to expiration

parallel the time period of the hedge. Using Black's model, the value of the put

option when the hedge is set and lifted is estimated for strike prices at-the-money

when the hedge is set. According to option pricing theory, strike prices at-the-
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money have a hedge ratio or delta of approximately 0.5. The hedge ratio is the

rate at which the option premium changes in relation to the underling futures

contract. Therefore, a hedge ratio of 0.5 will require twice as many options as

futures contracts to complete the hedge. To be consistent with this, twice as

many options are purchased, similar to how a farmer wouid act. Thus, two

options are purchased when the hedge is set, in order to provide a beginning

effective hedge ratio of 7, or a delta neutral hedge.
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